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Introduction
With nine partners, comprising European Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs) and Transmission
System Operators (TSOs) and one research institute, the EU-funded BESTGRID project works
towards modernising and expanding the current European electricity grid for the integration of a larger
share of electricity from renewable sources.
Launched in April 2013, BESTGRID is made up of four pilot projects located in Belgium, Germany and
the UK. During the project, TSOs and NGOs work together to improve local public acceptance for grid
development processes, to speed up permitting procedures by proactively addressing or even
surpassing environmental protection standards, and to encourage the implementation of improved
permitting procedures for European “Projects of Common Interest.”
Jointly, partners will learn about how to implement better practice in developing the grid. Some pilot
projects will have a stronger focus on designing and testing new activities, while another one will focus
on evaluating activities that have already been developed and implemented. The International Institute
for Applied Systems Analysis (IIASA) will lend support by evaluating the activities from a scientific
perspective.
For more information, please visit www.bestgrid.eu.
This document is the deliverable “D3.3: Summarising analysis of the stakeholder engagement process
and planning and permitting procedures in the Stevin project”.
BESTGRID partners include: 50Hertz, BirdLife Europe, Elia, Germanwatch, IIASA, National Grid,
Renewables-Grid-Initiative, TenneT and Terna.
This project is structured in 9 work packages (WPs) as follows.
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Presentation of Elia
Elia is not just Belgium’s transmission system operator – it is also a key player at European level.
Elia is Belgium’s high-voltage transmission system operator (30 kV to 380 kV), operating over
8,000 km of lines and underground cables throughout Belgium.
Our company plays a crucial role in the community by transmitting electricity from generators to
distribution systems, which in turn deliver it to the consumer. Elia also plays an essential part in the
economy, as our system supplies power directly to major companies connected to the grid.
Boasting a pivotal location in Europe, Elia is also a key player in the energy market and the
interconnected electricity system. Our company has set up multiple initiatives promoting the
development of an efficient, transparent and fair electricity market for the benefit of consumers.
Elia employs more than 1,100 professionals in Belgium who are not only committed to dealing with
future challenges but who also handle the day-to-day operation of a system considered to be one of
the most reliable in Europe.
Site: www.elia.be

Presentation of Bond Beter Leefmilieu (BBL)
BBL is the umbrella organisation for more than 140 nature associations and environmental
organisations in Flanders. As such BBL represents the whole of the environmental organisations in
Flanders.
BBL works in the entirety of Flanders and spans all environmental topics making it the most
appropriate NGO for this topic. In the former years BBL has gained strong experience on public
participation, both on policy-making level (e.g. anchor participation procedures in new legislation,
participation in strategic impact assessment, …) as on the level of spatial planning processes and
permitting procedures for particular projects such as infrastructure and grid development, implantation
of windmills,… BBL is experienced in dealing with the NIMBY-syndrome and in improving local public
support for the development of on shore wind energy or local biomass installations.
Site : www.bondbeterleefmilieu.be
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Why is Elia involved in BESTGRID?
The BESTGRID consortium brings together European NGOs, local NGOs (as subcontractors) and
Transmission System Operators (TSOs).
Four pilot projects will be implemented within the BESTGRID project, each focussing on improving
local public acceptance of grid development and speeding up permitting procedures through early
engagement with environmental stakeholders.
Elia is participating in BESTGRID because a continuing lack of public acceptance makes it difficult to
obtain permits to build new grids. Yet there is a growing need for grid development to maintain energy
security and connect new sources of power generation.
All four pilot projects are different and complement each other, enabling us to assess a wide range of
electricity infrastructure as well as its environment.
The Stevin power line was chosen as a pilot project for BESTGRID because it’s one of the biggest
new high voltage power lines in Belgium, with a total length of about 40 km. For a small and populous
country like Belgium this is big. The new power line also passes different areas: residential areas,
industrial estates, agricultural landscapes, natural areas,… Accordingly a lot of different stakeholders
are involved: citizens and their action groups, local authorities, administrations, environmental NGO’s,
… Therefore the Stevin power line provides a lot of learning points on participation and involving
different stakeholders.
The Stevin case is also interesting because Elia organised various complementary, not legally
mandatory, opportunities to participate at different stages of the procedure. By using Stevin as a pilot
for BESTGRID, we could evaluate the effectiveness of these voluntary participation possibilities.
Elia expects its involvement in BESTGRID to enable it to improve its management of permitting
procedures and facilitate the acceptance of grid development by local residents and environmental
stakeholders.
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WP 3 The Stevin high-voltage power line
Purpose and necessity
The Stevin project is a 380 kV high-voltage power line (380,000 Volts) that will be constructed
between Zeebruges and Zomergem. This high-voltage power line is needed for a number of reasons:
to be able to connect future offshore wind farms to the onshore electricity grid. The wind farms
at sea will be drastically expanded. A further growth of energy production at sea can only be
ensured by the construction of a 380 kV connection. The energy production on the North Sea
represents about a 50% share of the Belgian production of renewable energy and is therefore
absolutely necessary to meet our European targets in terms of renewable energy.
to be able to connect additional wind turbines on land as well as solar parks and biomass
installations to the grid. Today, the maximum capacity of the electrical grid in the coastal region
has been reached. As a result of saturation of the current 150 kV net, no additional renewable
energy can be hooked up. In the recent past, an interim solution consisted of a conditional
connection for renewable energy installations in which the installation had to be disconnected
in case of net saturation. However, this spare capacity for conditional connections has now
also been exhausted. As a result, new projects for renewable energy in the Province of WestFlanders cannot go ahead, which compromises our European targets for renewable energy.
to achieve an interconnection with the United Kingdom and have the ability to import and
export more energy in this way. This new international interconnection will make it possible to
create more competition and better rates on the Belgian market. This additional
interconnection is also important to guarantee the electricity supply for our country.
to improve security of supply for the port of Zeebruges and the coastal region. For a further
industrial development of the port of Zeebruges, access to greater electrical capacity is
necessary.
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Routing
The Stevin high-voltage power line is routed from the new high-voltage substation in Zeebruges where
the sea cables run ashore. From there, the high-voltage power line runs to the industrial estate in
Bruges called ‘de Spie’. This part of the power line largely follows the route of the existing 150 kV line.
From the industrial estate, the high voltage connection continues as an underground cable running a
distance of ten kilometres underneath the Boudewijn canal. It goes underground north of the villages
Koolkerke and Sint-Kruis and south of Vijvekapelle and will re-emerge east of this village centre. From
here on, the high-voltage power line runs parallel to the route of the 150 kV line, north of Maldegem.
As such, the power line continues to the high-voltage substation in Eeklo, at the intersection of the
R43 and the E34. From Eeklo to Zomergem the 380 kV line is implemented by adding conductors to
an existing 380 kV line. In Zomergem, the 380 kV line terminates in the ‘Horta’ high-voltage substation
where it has further connections to the 380 kV high-voltage net.
Furthermore, in the framework of the Stevin project, the existing 150 kV line south of the village centre
of Maldegem will be dismantled (see fig.). The existing above-ground 150 kV line north of the
Maldegem village centre (which will run parallel to the 380 kV line to be constructed), will be put
underground upon completion of the new high-voltage power line. This final element was only included
in the project late in the process.
The Stevin project also includes new high-voltage substations in Zeebruges, Damme and Lissewege
(Province of West-Flanders). The planning of the new Horta high-voltage substation in Zomergem
(Province of East-Flanders) followed its own process independently of the procedures for the Stevin
project and is not included in this report.
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The procedures followed and stakeholders’ remarks
The Stevin project went through a lengthy process that lasted several years before construction could
begin:
the new high-voltage power line was included in the federal development plan 2005-2012;
the Flemish procedure for the high-voltage power line started in November 2009 with the
strategic environmental impact assessment (SEA);
the procedure for the land-use plan started in October 2012;
in October 2012, the environmental impact assessment on the project-level (EIA project) was
started.
in the spring of 2014, the construction and environmental permits were granted.
the work started in early 2015 with archaeological inquiries.
In sum, the permit process took a total of ten years.
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Schematic overview of the permit process
During the procedure, citizens and organisations were given different moments for formal participation
and local authorities and administrations were given opportunities for advice. In addition to these
formal opportunities to participate, Elia organised complementary, not legally mandatory, opportunities
to participate at different stages of the procedure.
Red italics: non-mandatory, complementary initiatives of Elia
Federal development plan 2005 – 2012
Consultation with CREG and Federal Planning Bureau: spring and summer 2005
Approval: December 2005

⇓
Strategic EIA
2008 – 2011 strategic environmental impact assessment
Administrative supervisory group (multi-sector on the level of the Flemish administrations):
started on 06/2008, periodic consultations.
Initial briefing of policy makers (ministers, governors, mayors) by Elia in 2009
Public inquiry Public Consultation Memorandum: 20/11/2009 - 19/12/2009
Distribution of targeted information brochures.
Public information sessions in Zeebruges, Damme, Zomergem, Koolkerke, Eeklo: 21/11/2009 14/12/2009
Informing environmental organisations/local and regional stakeholders by Elia: 11/2009
Approval of Strategic EIA: 25/05/2011
Explaining the results of the Strategic EIA to policy makers.
Publication of the approved EIA on the Elia website.

⇓
Land-use plan
Public inquiry: 13/09/2011 - 10/11/2011
Distribution of targeted information brochures.
Information fairs in Damme, Eeklo, Maldegem, Zeebruges, Bruges and Koolkerke: October
13

2011
Advice Flemish Commission on spatial planning: 27/01/2012
Drawing up and publication of compensation policy for houses under power lines.
Final approval land-use plan: 13 July 2012
Publication of the final draft of the LAND-USE PLAN on the Elia website.
Start procedures Council of State: September 2012
Conclusion settlements legal procedures Council of State: May-September 2014

Municipal and provincial elections 14 October 2012

⇓
Project EIA
Public inquiry notification: 06-14/11/2012 - 06-14/12/2012
Distribution of new information brochures.
Information sessions in Maldegem, Bruges, Zeebruges and Damme in November 2012
Development of environmental impact assessment: February - October 2013
Approval of environmental impact assessment: 25 October 2013
Publication of approved EIA on Elia website.

⇓
Building permit
Preparation
10 September 2013: info evening Citizens group ‘liveable polder villages’
Permit application: 30 October 2013
Public inquiry: 16 December 2013 to 14 February 2014
Contact days of Elia to answer questions of stakeholders in Eeklo, Zomergem, Bruges, Damme
and Maldegem: January 2014
Permit approval: 4 June 2014
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⇓
Environmental permits
Application: 25/11/2013
Public inquiry: 5-7/12/2013 - 3-5/01/2014
Information meetings in Bruges and Damme on 16 and 17/12/2013
Approval: 27 May 2014

⇓
Construction
Start of landscape design project: first consultation with association ‘Regional Landscape’:
03/04/2014. Official start landscape design project in March 2015.
Communication about the start of the construction site: as of December 2014. (Distribution of folders,
drawing up of brochure and arrangement of four information evenings in March 2015)

Below is a description of the various steps in the procedures, of the associated formal and informal
participation moments and of the reactions that were submitted.

Federal development plan 2005 - 2012
Every five years, Elia has to draw up a federal development plan. This plan describes the investments
in the transmission network necessary to meet the requirements in terms of electricity transmission
capacity at the lowest possible cost for the community. It is based on various scenarios for energy
consumption and energy production and takes into account objectives like the liberalisation of the
electricity market, an increase in renewable energy and greater energy independence, the described
investments required to meet the needs as regards transmission capacity for electricity and this at the
lowest possible cost to the community. Once the development plan is approved by the federal
government, it is binding for Elia.
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The federal development plan 2005 – 2012 described all possible solutions for connecting the 2,000
MW capacity wind turbine farms in the North Sea upon which the government had decided in 2004.
This showed first and foremost that a capacity of 900 MW and more requires a new 380 kV
connection. Possible connection nodes are located in Eeklo Noord, Izegem and Rodenhuize. From a
technical and especially an economic point of view, preference was given to Eeklo Noord since it is
much closer to the coast (Eeklo is about 30 km from the coast, Izegem and Rodenhuize are each at
about 50 km). The plan also considered the advantages and disadvantages of a connection in
alternating current (AC) or direct current (DC) as well as the optimal number of platforms at sea. An
economic evaluation was made from the perspective of the end-user (inhabitants and companies in
Belgium).
For every federal development plan, a public inquiry is carried out. However, during the workshops
and interviews it was striking how almost nobody was informed of this federal development plan
although important fundamental decisions are made based on this plan. There was little or no public
debate on this plan; it was predominantly discussed amongst energy experts.
Both the design and the finally approved development plan are available on the Elia website.
The 2010-2020 federal development plan was only approved in September 2011 after the Flemish
government had already laid down the land-use plan (see point 3).

Strategic EIA
In preparation of the Strategic Environmental Impact Assessment, an administrative supervisory group
was created in which representatives of various Flemish administrations participated. The purpose of
the supervisory group was the early detection of possible bottlenecks in the procedure and the
informal examination of the possible alternatives and, if necessary, to improve these to become
feasible routes. Through this supervisory group, the administrations involved were given the
opportunity to raise official issues or suggestions early on in the framework of this consultation without
having to wait for the official advice moment later on in the procedure.
The formal procedure for the Strategic EIA starts with a notification for the public. It describes what
exactly will be examined in the environmental impact assessment: which routes are considered for the
high-voltage power line? What environmental effects are examined to this end? At this stage, citizens,
administrations or authorities may submit proposals for alternatives or environmental impacts to be
16

examined. The discussion at this stage is therefore predominantly about the broad lines of the plan:
which routes must be examined, what is their principal possible impact on the environment, health,
nature and landscape. At this stage, concrete, more property-oriented remarks cannot yet be
submitted precisely because the inquiry deals with the more strategic choices.
During the participation period of the notification for the Strategic EIA, Elia organised information
sessions spread over the affected municipalities and organised meetings with NGOs including
Greenpeace and Bond Beter Leefmilieu. Elia also distributed an information folder by post along the
possible routes. This information brochure deals mainly with the purpose and the need for the project,
the possible route alternatives, the partial variations thereof and the way in which the population can
submit reactions. Furthermore, this information brochure explains the procedure that still needs to run
its course and the moments at which participation is provided during this procedure.
Also, the issue of electromagnetic fields (EMFs) is discussed, both in the information brochure as part
of the EIA and in a separate info brochure specifically about EMFs.
During the participation period for the general public, a total of 458 participation reactions were
submitted by individuals and organisations. From local authorities and government administrations, 21
advices were issued. The participation reactions mostly related to the inquiry into alternatives and
particularly the choice of route variants. Proposals were made for a whole series of possible routes or
partial routes. The applications for alternatives vary from entirely new routes right through to local
variations of a suggested route. Also the request to put a greater part or the entire line underground
came up in many participation reactions.
The possible impact electromagnetic fields might have on health is another concern that comes up
regularly in participation reactions. There are also questions about the impact of the high voltage
connection on nature and biodiversity (birds) and (structural) heritage values and landscape. Finally,
several participation reactions requested the need for the plan to be more clearly iterated and
explained.
The requested alternatives were included in the EIA and six principle variations and fifteen partial
variations for the route were elaborately examined. Also, for the site of the high-voltage substations,
various alternatives were examined in the EIA. For the inquiry into underground alternatives, a pros
and cons framework was drawn up and tested with the official supervisory group. For each alternative,
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an investigation was undertaken into which part could be placed underground, how much space it
would occupy, how many residences would be located within the magnetic field zone, what the effect
would be on flora and fauna (collision victims), what the visual impact is, and so on. By assessing all
these criteria for all the different alternative routes, the EIA arrives at a selection of a number of the
most environmentally-friendly alternatives.

Land-use plan
The land-use plan enters the route of the high-voltage power line in a legally binding plan.
Furthermore, the land-use plan contains legally binding urban regulations that establish site, height,
green buffer zones, etc. with a view to the high-voltage power line. The land-use plan constitutes the
legal foundation of the building permit. Almost all stakeholders consider the land-use plan the most
important step in the procedure.
During the public inquiry for the draft land-use plan, Elia organised five information fairs spread over
the municipalities involved. A new brochure explains the various parts of the route, the sites for the
high-voltage substations and the existing 150 kV line south of the village centre of Maldegem that is to
be torn down. It also describes the subsequent steps in the procedure.
During the public inquiry, about 1,700 statements of opposition were lodged. Most of these related to
an entirely underground construction of the high-voltage power line, possible alternative routes, the
site of the high-voltage substation in Zeebruges, the impact on nature and landscape, the impact of
the electromagnetic field on health and the depreciation of housing and other properties.
The Flemish Commission of Spatial Planning issued an opinion on the draft land-use plan and the
objections submitted. The Commission issued a conditional favourable opinion subject to the site of
the high-voltage substation in Zeebruges, additional inquiries into a longer underground route and
more attention to mitigating measures (incl. green buffer zones).1

1

In the meantime, this commission has ceased to exist. Draft land-use plans are now submitted to the Strategic
Advisory Council for Spatial Planning for opinions. Objections are evaluated by the administration itself.
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In the final land-use plan, the Flemish government decided that the route must be constructed
underground over a total length of 10 km. The decision of the Flemish government motivates why the
route is the most environmentally-friendly alternative, that various proposed alternative routes are not
feasible technically and that compensation will be provided for houses and agricultural land under the
new high-voltage power line.
At the same time, the final report was drafted on the consultation round in preparation for an action
plan on environmental and health risks of extremely low-frequency fields of electrical installations.2
This report was drawn up by the commission of the Environment & Health division of the Environment
Department. Although it was separate from the Stevin project, the Flemish government used this
report as documentation and motivation for its decision on the land-use plan.
It is important to bear in mind that this process was impeded by the provincial and municipal elections
held in October 2012. This was partly responsible for the fact that local authorities, under pressure of
local action groups, initiated legal proceedings with the Council of State. This resulted in further
polarisation around the Stevin project.

Project EIA
The Project Environmental Impact Assessment (Project EIA) examines in detail the environmental
impact of the planned project. The Project EIA develops measures for compensating and mitigating
which can be included in the construction and environmental permit.
Just like the strategic EIA, the Project EIA starts with a notification for the public. At this stage,
participation reactions may be filed in relation to the concrete site and construction in accordance with
the route as laid out in the land-use plan. Also, more technical interventions like the kind of pylons, the
foundations, the type of conductors, the insulators, and so on can be discussed. Participation
reactions can be submitted on the environmental impact of these interventions which is to be
examined as well as the possible mitigating measures. Only 14 participation reactions were filed

2

http://www.lne.be/themas/milieu-en-gezondheid/hoogspanning/eindrapport-elf-emv-13-september-2011-def.pdf
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during this stage. Twelve opinions were submitted from administrations and local authorities. The
municipalities of Bruges and Zomergem issued an unfavourable opinion while the remaining opinions
were favourable or imposed conditions. A number of participation reactions again challenged the route
in the land-use plan. Other remarks pertained to the possible impact on health, visual nuisance, noise
pollution, property depreciation and the link with other projects.
Also during the participation moment for the EIA, Elia organised information evenings in the
municipalities involved. In addition, an adapted information folder was again distributed by post.
Among other things, this brochure deals with the route established in the land-use plan, the EIA
procedure, the procedure for submitting participation reactions and the locations and dates of the
information sessions. Furthermore, the necessary information for the EIA was published on the
website of Elia.
During the EIA process, there was intense consultation between Elia and the EIA team with a view to
the technical optimisation of the project. Within the route of the land-use plan, a total of 18 alternatives
were examined. This relates to restricted route shifts to mitigate the impact on people and the
environment. Inquiries were also made into the type of pylons, the type of conductors, green buffer
zones, and so on. The EIA lists a series of mitigating measures, including mitigating measures against
construction site nuisances and noise pollution, to diminish the electromagnetic field and to decrease
the risk of collision victims, to lessen the impact on water management, to compensate farmers and
proprietors, and so on.

Building permit
The planning permit establishes the precise location of the pylons, the green buffer zones, etc. A
number of optimizations that were examined in the Project EIA (predominantly limited changes in the
position of pylons as well as of the route, both underground and above ground) were included in the
building permit. The application procedure provides for a public inquiry. The number of objections
submitted was very limited, especially compared to the land-use plan procedure. Only 19 individual
statements of opposition were lodged. Also, 76 identical objections were filed, a form of petition. Most
individual objections pertained to very specific issues like, for instance, preservation of animal
enclosures or access to land parcels. The petition objection mostly related to the route, which had
already been decided over in the land-use plan. In addition to statements of opposition, a whole series
of opinions were issued by local authorities and government administrations or organisations like
20

Fluxys. This advice dealt mostly with the technical execution of the works. The building permit
stipulates a series of technical or operational conditions based on these opinions.
In the decision on the building permit, it was judged that the high-voltage power line conforms with
good spatial planning because it makes optimal use of existing high-voltage power lines and other line
infrastructure, population clusters are avoided as much as possible as are valuable landscapes and
natural areas.
With the application for the building permit, Elia organised contact days to be in a position to address
questions on a more personal level. An adjusted information folder was drawn up again and
documents relating to the building permit were posted on Elia’s website.

Environmental permit
The environmental permit pertains to the high-voltage substations and the environmental conditions
for them in terms of noise, green buffer zones, water management, and so on. The application
procedure also provides for a public inquiry and the mandatory organisation of information sessions. A
very limited number of statements of opposition were filed for this procedure as well (17 objections
against the Stevin substation in Zeebruges). During the public inquiry for the environmental permits,
both municipalities involved (Bruges and Damme) organised a hearing. This form of information
session is mandatory by law and, compared to information fairs, has the disadvantage that a personal
approach is difficult because all questions and answers are directed to the entire room.
The permit, issued by the provincial authorities, imposes extra measures in terms of noise, particularly
on monitoring.
Elia also drew up an adjusted information folder for the environmental permit. All documents relating to
the permit application were posted on Elia’s website.

The construction site
With a view to setting up the construction site for Stevin, the association ‘Regional Landscape’ (a
cooperation between local authorities, local environmental NGOs and farmers associations) was
consulted in 2014 for establishing a landscaping project specifically targeted towards green buffer
zones around the high-voltage substations and the high-voltage power line. The landscaping project
starts in March 2015. A similar green zoning project is also in progress for the high-voltage substation
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Horta in Zomergem. Through this project, farmers and residents can obtain free planting stock to plant
trees, shrubs or hedgerows on their property.
The communication about the construction site started in December 2014 with the drafting and
distribution of a new brochure. In early March 2015, four information fairs were organised in
Zomergem, Maldegem, Damme and Zeebruges. They served to inform people about the 10
construction site zones of the Stevin project by using, among other things, 3D visualisations, thus
giving residents a visual idea of their surroundings once the works have been carried out.
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Reactions during public participations
An overview of the contacted stakeholders, their remarks throughout the process and the way the
remarks have been dealt with by the competent authorities/Elia is given in the annexes.
This analysis has been combined with the information which came from round table events, expert
meetings and stakeholder interviews (See Delivery D3.4). The result is presented below in the section
„Findings and recommendations“.
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Findings and recommendations
Elia has made a great deal of effort to arrive at a successful conclusion to the procedure for the Stevin
high-voltage line. The formal reports, technical inquiries and background documents were very
elaborate and well-researched. The Plan EIA (970 pp.) examined six possible routes and 15 variants
for their environmental impact. After the Flemish government’s decision to put a large part of the line
underground, the Project EIA (920 pp.) examined another 18 local variants of the route to arrive at the
most optimal. Furthermore, a general compensation policy was established for farmers and house
proprietors and a long list of mitigating measures was included in the project. A programme for green
zoning around the high-voltage substations and line was started up with the Regionaal Landschap
Meetjesland and the Regionaal Landschap Houtland.
In spite of the elaborate prep-work, the various formal public inquiries and Elia’s many, non-mandatory
initiatives over the entire process, it was difficult. During the public inquiry for the RUP, no fewer than
1,700 statements of opposition were filed, action committees were set up and citizens started legal
procedures against the decision of the Flemish government. That caused considerable delays and
even threatened to wipe the project off the table. However, Elia reached settlements with the various
parties who appealed as a result of which the procedures before the Raad van State (Council of State)
was halted and the works could start in 2015.

Participation
BBL research shows that the early stages (Strategic EIA stage) in particular laid the ‘foundations’ for
the later protest against the Stevin project. This is partly due to the lack of mutual understanding by
the local authorities, citizens, associations, and so on, on the one hand, and Elia, the Flemish and
federal governments, and so on, on the other, of each other’s interests and concerns. Not only citizens
and local action committees but also municipal authorities feel as if everything has already been
decided and that they are facing a done deal. In spite of the elaborate research, the idea that the local
quality of life was not taken into account, that alternatives were not properly examined and were
dismissed without justification is very much alive. In spite of early consultation with authorities and
politicians, a broad communal debate at this early stage was missing, sowing the seeds for the later
protests and legal actions. This seems the most important observation of the research conducted by
the BBL.
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This can be dealt with much more positively by involving stakeholders more fully and earlier in the
process. Involvement beforehand there has already been an opportunity to ask several questions, a
thinking process has already taken place, the positions of stakeholder have been tuned to each other,
you have acquired a greater understanding of the way in which the plan was established, and so on.
This process did take place successfully with the administrative supervisory group but only on the
Flemish level, so without representatives of the (inter)municipal policy level.
This is set along the lines of the new approach in the ‘decree for complex projects’ and the so-called
route planner,3 drawn up by the Flemish administration. This new approach of the Flemish government
aspires to include broad participation during the exploration stage of a large project – this means
before the start of a Strategic EIA. It not only includes administrations and authorities but also citizens
and civil society. As a result, many more possible solutions will come up at an early stage.
By working participatively, you will enjoy much broader public support for your project. However, a
participative process from the start does not offer any guarantees that individuals or local action
committees will not start legal proceedings. There will be a much stronger legal case in such
situations, though. An important criterion before the Raad van State (Council of State) is the obligation
to provide a statement of reasons. Many government decisions are rescinded for lack of statement of
reasons. By including participation in the project from the very outset, you can arrive at a much better
and more broadly supported statement of reasons both of the project itself and of the alternatives to
be examined and the mitigating measures.

3

www.complexeprojecten.be
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Based on this determination, we formulated a first series of recommendations.
A smiley is used to indicate whether the recommendation was applied to the Stevin project:
= recommendation was applied,
= recommendation was applied partially,
= recommendation was not applied.

1. Mapping interests together at the start of a process
Many different frames of reference appear to exist when looking at a project. These must be tabled as
soon as possible so that everybody is more aware of each other’s interests and concerns. Citizens
and local authorities start from a local problem, not from a solution. For the promoter of a project like
a high-voltage power line this is the exact opposite.
The local view starts from the general quality of life in a neighbourhood, municipality or region. From
this perspective, a high-voltage power line is considered in connection with existing qualities like the
landscape, the peace and quiet, values of nature, etc. and in connection with other projects that are in
the pipeline in the region like new wind turbines, a new motorway, a possible broadening of the canal,
and so on. The promoter’s view starts from the bigger energy story, ensuring the security of supply,
the necessity to connect offshore wind energy to the grid, and so on. The Flemish government’s frame
of reference is that of the greater good, that of an environmental organisation, the conservation of
natural areas and the mitigation of the impact on birds that pass over it, that of the agricultural sector a
proper management of agricultural land, and so on.
The aim must be to match these different frames of reference with each other before starting the
official procedural process. By starting the process with a ‘joint fact-finding’, it may be possible to
arrive at a shared definition of the problem, followed by a mutual identification of interest and concerns
and a first clarification of possible solutions.
This process of joint fact-finding can be developed in a social steering group or supervisory group
with, in addition to the promoter, representatives of local authorities, local associations, civil society
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(employers, unions, environmental and nature organisations, agricultural sector, etc.), administrations
and so on.
Best practice: a successful example of such a process is the Flemish-Dutch project
organisation ‘Proses’, which was started in 2002 to increase the depth of the river Scheldt. All
of the important stakeholders, authorities and administrations were involved in this
undertaking. Although there were great opposing interests at play between economy, water
management, nature and agriculture, they did succeed in establishing three social contours at
the early stage through a process of joint fact-finding: accessibility (of the Scheldt river ports),
safety (against flooding) and natural state (of the river system). This resulted in a coherent plan
with concrete actions for an improved accessibility of the Scheldt river ports, an increased
safety against flooding and the recovery of the natural dynamics of the river system.
In the new Flemish approach to complex projects, the idea of joint fact-finding corresponds to the
exploratory stage which already takes place before the notification of the Plan EIA. This stage has
three main objectives: formulating the problem correctly, determining the partners and agreeing a plan
of action for the process. This must result in a starting decision that takes into account the interests of
the various stakeholders.
A concern that frequently recurs and an argument that is often used against early participation is that it
may rouse sleeping dogs and provide early ammunition to opponents and consequently encourages
the NIMBY syndrome. This concern is unwarranted. First, because large projects in the public space
do not deal with dogs who are asleep but with citizens who are awake. The reactions will also come
without participation but at a moment when it is difficult to deal with them positively. It is better to
capture reactions early on so that they can be taken into account early on. This fosters a sentiment of
co-ownership.
2. Participative approach to inquiry into alternatives in EIA
The Flemish administration was involved in the Stevin project from an early stage. Before the
notification of the Plan EIA, an official follow-up group was put together that included the most relevant
Flemish administrations like the EIA department (Dienst MER), the spatial planning department
(Afdeling Ruimtelijke Planning), the departmental agency for nature and woods (Agentschap Natuur
en Bos), and so on. This official supervisory group was of tremendous added value for the EIA
procedure. It was appropriate for this to happen early on so that the possible route alternatives for the
environmental research had already received official feedback and were adjusted to the most optimal
route at an overarching level.
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In keeping with the example of this official working group, it seems very useful to undertake something
similar for the officials or politicians of the cities and municipalities involved, for the local clubs and
societies, civil society, and so on. By involving local actors and civil society groups earlier on, they can
become allies rather than opponents and they can be used to create public support amongst the
public. After all, the most optimal solution at an overarching level is not always the most accepted
solution at the local level.
It is important to establish in a participative manner which alternatives will be examined and which will
not in the Strategic EIA. Anything that is technically impossible (e.g. a cable in the canal) or
economically unfeasible (e.g. the entire line underground) must also be discussed through
participation, otherwise the population experiences these as done deals and an unwillingness on the
part of the promoter to respond to their questions. A remark that arose regularly during the interviews
and workshops is that suggested alternatives were set aside without a clear explanation. If local actors
feel that everything has already been decided and their questions are not being taken into
consideration, they will soon use the weapon of legal proceedings because they feel it is the only way
to influence the process.
If it is agreed which alternatives will be examined using a participative approach, this will furthermore
result in much fewer reactions during the formal public inquiry since they have already been
discussed. At the notification of the Strategic EIA for Stevin, there was an abundance of alternative
proposals. Through a participative approach for the selection of the alternatives this number could be
reduced. An additional advantage to this is that the EIA can subsequently focus more on the
environmental impact assessment itself, which may lead to a higher quality report.
Today, the Strategic EIA is predominantly a technical and scientific procedure. After a solidly argued
notification report, there is a formal public consultation which is then followed by an elaborate technical
report. This examination of the merits of the project is important in objectifying it, searching for the best
possible route, and so on. To arrive at broader public support, a broad participative process towards
the EIA is at least as important.
3. Ongoing involvement of the stakeholders
Drawing up an EIA or a RUP takes a great deal of time. For instance, nearly two years passed
between the notification for the Strategic EIA (November 2009) and the public inquiry for the spatial
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plan (September 2011). Between these two formal information moments, citizens and civil society
organisations were not kept informed of the progress of the process and the frequency of information
was also limited for local authorities. Because of the long examination time and the time it takes to
compile the files, stakeholders get the feeling they are no longer involved.
This could be anticipated by publishing a periodic newsletter with background information, results of
the partial inquiries, the development of wind turbines at sea, examples abroad, and so on. Periodic
stakeholder meetings could also be convened on condition that sufficient new and significant
information is available to avoid disinterest during those consultation moments (‘participation fatigue’).
A suitable moment, for instance, is the approval of the EIA at which time no feedback is given at the
moment.
4. Neutral process manager
It is important in the public debate that the one who leads the participation during the process is
neutral. For the serenity of a process it is important that the leader is somebody who inspires
confidence and has the required skills. It is best that this process leader is not involved in party politics
and is someone other than the project leader him- or herself. This role can, for instance, be played by
a communications bureau but the governor can also play an important role as process manager since
a governor is considered to be above party politics and is able to show authority.
Best practice: Good examples include the role of the governor in the province of Antwerp as
process guide for the target scenario of the R11 and for drawing the new infrastructure in the
region. Another good example is the role of the governor of the province East-Flanders for the
project of the Gent canal area.
5. Correct format of information exchange
A hearing or information evening during which a large group of people listen to an explanation from
Elia is certainly not an ideal format. Not for the promoter, because it is too unidirectional and difficult to
find out what everybody is thinking. Not for citizens, because asking questions in front of a large group
can be daunting for some people and there is a great risk that participants will be left with unanswered
questions. Furthermore, the loudest voices (and often the most ardent opponents) get the floor too
much in such a format as a result of which the discussion is further restricted and polarised.
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For that reason, the Stevin project always worked using an information fair format. This format allows
people to pass by the various stands or people personally with their questions and considerations. The
personal contact that it allows with the residents is much appreciated. Also a format that first provides
information in a presentation and is followed by an info fair is usually quite successful.

Use and necessity
To arrive at publicly supported projects, a clear statement of reasons for the use and the necessity of
the project is required so that it can be made clear throughout the process what particular problems it
solves. With the Stevin project, it turned out there was not a great deal of discussion on the necessity
of the high-voltage power line. Especially the importance of providing a grid hook-up for offshore wind
turbines is generally accepted, also by the opponents. There was little discussion about the necessity
of constructing an offshore wind farm in the context of climate change and the need for more
renewable, clean energy. An aspect that received less attention but likely enjoys great public support
is the continued development of renewable energy on land.
There is less consensus and clarity in the broader story of our energy supply of which the Stevin
project is part. Frequent questions included: Why must there be a connection with the UK and why
must a new high-voltage power line be built when there are power plants shutting down in Belgium at
the same time and when there are already connections with the Netherlands, Germany and France?
Who does this benefit? Energy security and possible lower energy rates on a European market are
significant arguments in favour of Stevin in this project, arguments which were likely insufficiently
understood. The dynamics of the electricity market is certainly a complex story which is furthermore
linked to large investments but it is important to explain this in as understandable and clear a manner
as possible. Otherwise, discussions about energy policy will often be used as arguments to amplify
other objections.
With a view to the statement of reasons regarding the use and necessity of a high-voltage power line,
we have the following recommendation:
6. Communicate more broadly about the federal development plan
The Flemish procedures to arrive at a spatial plan (RUP) and permits determine the location and
specifications of a project. Establishing which projects require more than 150 kV are stipulated in the
federal development plan (to voltage levels under 150 kV, regional investment or development plans
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apply). This plan describes the future development of the electricity network based on various
scenarios for supply and demand.
However, it is very striking that almost nobody is familiar with this development plan. This is true not
only for citizens but just as much for local authorities, civil society organisations and Flemish
administrations. Because it is precisely this plan that argues and substantiates the use and necessity
of new grid development projects, it is important that there is a broader public debate about the grid
development plan. If not, every new project risks being challenged because the stage of the Plan EIA
and the RUP does not allow any discussion about use and necessity. As an umbrella organisation,
BBL sees a clear task for itself in spreading this federal development plan better and more broadly to
member environmental and nature organisations.
For the federal development plan, a strategic environmental impact assessment is carried out. This is
done on the federal level. The Flemish EIA department is not involved in this. At the very least, the
Flemish EIA department should be informed of this EIA at the federal level so that it can jointly post a
notification of the public inquiry on its website.

Transparency
To increase public support for a new high-voltage power line, full transparency of the different aspects
of the project must be pursued, both in terms of procedure and the project itself. As such, it must be
clear to stakeholders who take decisions, when participation is possible, what is being done with
participation reactions, etc. In addition, the information on the project must be comprehensible to the
greater public so that the consequences of the project are clear.
Frequently recurring remarks include unclear communication, an unwillingness to listen to the
concerns of the public, attempts to hold back or of misrepresenting information. Many stakeholders
find the information provided too technical, difficult to understand and especially not specific enough.
Also, the procedure raises many questions. For instance, many people do not understand the
difference between a Strategic EIA and a Project EIA, which kind of reactions may be submitted at
which stage of the procedure, they don’t know what will be done with submitted objections, and so on.
Based on the inquiry, BBL arrives at the following recommendations:
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7. Announcements of participation moments
It is of course important to ensure the participation moments are properly announced locally, otherwise
the local stakeholders will not be informed in time of the possibility to give their opinion about the
project. To that end, local channels must be used such as the municipal information paper, the
website of the municipality or the local press. Elia did so as well and also distributed brochures by mail
with the announcements of the participation possibilities in the municipalities involved. Yet it turns out
that many local stakeholders only heard of the Stevin project for the first time during the public inquiry
for the RUP, after the Strategic EIA stage. Citizens do not seem to quite understand what exactly is
the importance of a Strategic EIA, which partly explains the lack of attention it gets (see also
recommendation 9).
8. Central website for projects
It would be a good thing if there were one central website in Flanders that collects all information
about large projects. At the moment, people often do not know where they can go for information.
Neither the EIA department website (part of the lne.be website) nor the website of the spatial planning
administration is widely known and the official notice boards at the town hall are not consulted by
anyone. All information about Stevin (documents like EIA, RUP, permits, information brochures, etc.)
is available on the website of Elia which helps transparency greatly. But because information from the
promoter is often not considered independent by citizens, and because citizens often assess the
Stevin project in combination with other projects, one Flemish website for large projects in the public
arena would be the most transparent.
Best practice: An example of best practice is the http://www.platformparticipatie.nl website.
This website includes all projects in the public arena like infrastructure works (roads,
railways, waterways), water management projects, wind farms, and so on. Each project
includes a summary description as well as a state of affairs of the procedure and of the
participation possibilities. From each project, subsequent information is linked to all formal
documents, background documentation, research reports, map materials, etc.
Another solution is to make the information available on the municipality’s website. As it stands,
citizens must go down to the town hall during opening hours to examine the file at the town planning or
environment department where two boxes of plans and texts are available for inspection. Furthermore,
the information is very technical. Making the file available through the website of the municipality (or a
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central website) at the very least also makes the documents available in the evening and outside of
the town hall’s opening hours.
9. Explain the procedure steps clearly
Try to explain the procedure followed as clearly as possible. The various steps in the procedure with
the accompanying reports and participation moments are not clear to the public or even to many
authorities.
Although a notification for an EIA does explain the fact that there is a procedure at the planning level
and a procedure at the permit level as well as the fact that certain elements must be submitted at the
planning level and others at the project level, people do not read these documents and do not always
understand the difference between the plan and project levels. This should be explained better. For
the Stevin project, the various procedures were explained in different brochures throughout the entire
process as well as on the website. Yet it would benefit citizens if this information were already clearly
explained by the government beforehand.
Because of this lack of clarity about the various procedures, a whole slew of participation reactions
were submitted during the Strategic EIA, ranging from full route alternatives to small shifts at parcel
level. Conversely, many full route alternatives were submitted during the Project EIA, although the
government had already decided on the route in the spatial plan (RUP).
The project-related remarks that were submitted during the plan stage have all been passed on to Elia
so that they could be taken into account later in the procedure and could possibly alter their project. In
other words, these remarks have not all been lost.
10. Provide clear answers and feedback to submitted objections.
Most citizens do not understand the difference between the various procedures and even less what
happens to their objections/participation reactions in the various procedures. It is often unclear to
citizens where they can find answers to the objections they’ve submitted.
The participation reactions with the notification for the Strategic EIA and the Project EIA are (usually
very generally) included in the guidelines of the EIA department, the objections with the RUP were
considered in the opinion of the Flemish Commission on Spatial Planning and will ultimately be
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considered in the decision of the Flemish government, objections to the environmental permit are
considered in the opinion of the provincial environmental permit commission, and so on.
Usually, people only find out about this at the next stage of the procedure because it is only then they
found out whether their objection has been taken into consideration. This causes much frustration and
this is why it is important that citizens are informed in a simple, straightforward fashion what the
reaction of the government is to the objections or remarks they’ve submitted.
Best practice: In the Netherlands, approvals of EIAs or plans are accompanied by ‘answer
notices’ in which all opinions and objections are grouped and answered. This answer notice
is also published on the above-mentioned website http://www.platformparticipatie.nl/
11. Clarify the position and the role of Elia and the regulator.
Many stakeholders do not know Elia’s structure and assume that Elia is a purely private company that
strives for maximum profit. Elia has a special position, for instance, because its costs and profits are
regulated by the Belgian regulator (CREG). This is why Elia must carry out projects as cheaply as
possible in the interest of the consumer and the business community. The grid projects cannot be
allowed to have too great an impact on the costs of consumption of citizens and companies. If
electricity rates go up too much as a result, companies may leave for other countries. So Elia must
stay within certain limits identified by the regulator. Many citizens are unaware of this.
It would be beneficial for the regulator to be involved into alternatives in an EIA inquiry so that they
may offer their point of view on the acceptability of certain alternatives with regard to the ultimate
rates.

Communication
12. Translation of complex matters into comprehensible information
It is important that technical and complex matters are explained in understandable terms. This is
certainly also true for a high-voltage power line. In spite of admirable efforts, the information from Elia
is experienced as overly technical and unclear. Especially according to local stakeholders, Elia
engineers are too quick to assume that everybody shares their technical knowledge. Yet, to most
people, even the difference between 150 kV and 380 kV is not clear let alone the meaning of 3,000
MVA or a microtesla. Try to translate technical materials into human language and to avoid technical
terms, jargon and abbreviations. Citizens with no knowledge of that jargon experience it as a kind of
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deception. For instance, to explain why a 150 kV line is insufficient for a connection from an offshore
wind farm with the capacity of a nuclear power plant to land one could draw a comparison with
diverting E40 (highway) traffic onto a country lane.
Another frequently heard complaint is that the information offered is not concrete enough. Local
stakeholders often attach a great deal of importance to very practical questions like: ‘What kind of
pylons will be used?’, ‘How many cables will be installed?’, ‘How high up will they be installed?’, etc.
When this information is not yet known – which is the case with the preliminary procedures (Strategic
EIA and RUP) – it is best to proactively communicate that it is not yet known.
According to quite a few local stakeholders, Elia brochures provide insufficient answers to citizens’
FAQs. When drafting brochures, it is best to start from the perspective of the citizens.
These things furthermore often turn out to be based on misunderstandings resulting from technical
language use. For instance, a ‘cable set’ as a technical reference corresponds two or four conductors
(cables) at three levels (the three phases), whereas to a citizen, these are just six or twelve cables.
Even though this was illustrated and explained with pictures in the EIA, this document is so enormous
that it is scarcely read by the public. Official reports and documents like (the notification report for) an
EIA, the explanatory statement with a RUP, the explanatory statement with a permit application, and
so on should be accompanied by a simple, comprehensible summary, drafted in plain language. For
an EIA, it is already mandatory to include a non-technical summary. But these summaries, too, are
often full of jargon, abbreviations, and so on, and are often quite bulky as well. The non-technical
summary of the Strategic EIA for Stevin, for instance, is 112 pages long and contains a list of about 50
abbreviations. For the average citizen, this is incomprehensible.
Best practice: a notification report for an infrastructure project in the Netherlands
always contains two A4 sheets with a clear summary of the project, including a map,
and which include the participation possibilities as well as where to get more
information.
13. Open communication about both pros and cons
Communication on the potential disadvantages of the project must be as clear as possible. A highvoltage power line will have disadvantages any way you look at it. It is precisely by being open about
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the disadvantages that people are more likely to accept them. If people have the feeling that
information about the negative effect is being held back or trivialised, there will be suspicion and
distrust.
For instance: The Elia brochure of the time showed children playing under a high-voltage power line.
According to various stakeholders, Elia intended to suggest that there are no effects of EMFs. This
has the effect of waving a red flag in front of a bull and paves the way for more protest.
It is best to communicate honestly and openly about the health risks associated with EMFs, although
objectively nothing has been conclusively demonstrated and if there are any, they will in any case be
minor. By providing correct and objective information about possible negative effects, the concerns of
the public may be mitigated.
14. Use visual materials
Make use of imagery that visualise the project. It is inevitable that above-ground, high-voltage power
lines will have a visual impact on the surroundings. It is difficult to describe that visual impact in words.
To make it clear to the citizen what a project is about exactly, it is important to use proper maps,
pictures and 3D visualisations. This makes the project much clearer and comprehensible to the
layperson. Too much technical language is being used at the moment.
This point was demonstrated during the information fairs for the Stevin project construction sites. The
visualisations projected on a big screen worked very well and were met with a great deal of interest.
This is why it is important to show images of what the project will look like as early in the procedure as
possible. Also during the discussions of alternatives (for instance, of an alternative route or of different
types of pylons) images can be used. That makes it easier for the population to correctly assess the
impact.
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15. Reach the population through NGOs
Use NGOs and other organisations as contact points. A regional umbrella organisation like the WestVlaamse Milieufederatie was not informed of the participation process. Through organisations like this,
coordinated views can be introduced into the process to be negotiated and fed back to the grassroots.
It will also be less likely that local action groups will start legal proceedings.

Environmental impact
Public support requires attention to environmental impact and attempt to limit or mitigate the impact on
environment, nature, landscape and health.
The criteria used to select the alternatives to be examined, were clear. The main criteria were divided
into people/health, nature/biodiversity and space/landscape. There is little discussion about that
amongst stakeholders. However, many local stakeholders are of the opinion that too little account is
taken of the combined environmental impact of several projects together on the local quality of life.
16. Independent studies on environmental aspects
Studies of EMFs must be independent. Various stakeholders are of the opinion that studies on health
effects of electromagnetic fields cannot be independent when they are financed by Elia or other third
parties like, for instance, the electricity producers. Nonetheless, there are also stakeholders who
believe that Elia should pay for these studies from the principle of ‘the polluter pays’. This is not a
simple discussion, but it is clear that there is mostly a need for objectivity. This criterion could be met
by having the study take place in a consortium as is the case in with the "Belgian BioElectroMagnetics
Group (BBEMG)". The BBEMG brings together researchers from three universities in Belgium (Liège,
Gent and Brussels) and a research institute (Brussels).
Another possibility is the so-called triple helix model in which universities and researchers, the
government and the business community work together towards the common goal of high-quality
research. It does not deal with individual companies but rather with their sector organisations. The
triple helix model ensures that everybody plays their role and strikes an even balance between the
various members of the group.
The same is true for the EIA which is paid for by the principal as is required by law. Consequently,
various stakeholders question the independence of the study, although it is carried out by recognised
EIA specialists who are expected to be independent upon penalty of losing their recognition.
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Subsequently, the EIA department as an administration must approve the inquiry. This system is
unknown to many stakeholders and thus causes suspicion about independence. There is a different
system in the Netherlands. There the promoter pays the government who subsequently appoints a
specialist for the EIA. To the outside world, this offers a better guarantee of independence.
17. Communicating about the application of mitigating measures
The EIA provides clear and concrete recommendations and conclusions and contains a long list of
mitigating measures. These clearly made it into the actual building and environmental permits. Many
stakeholders, however, are not aware of these mitigating measures. The permit application elaborately
described which mitigating measures were to be applied and the construction site brochure refers to
them. However, the website, for instance, could pay more attention to that. This list of mitigating
measures could benefit from more active communication since many of the citizens involved are not
aware of them.

Synchronising policy within and between different levels of governance
18. Better collaboration between the federal and the Flemish government
The federal government already decided in 2004 on the allocation of land concessions for the
realisation of wind farms in the North Sea. It would have been best to start at that moment to
communicate and think about the high-voltage power lines required to get the energy generated by the
wind farms to shore. This requires a better collaboration between the federal and the Flemish
government to synchronise spatial planning in both territories.
Furthermore, considerable time has passed between the moment when these concessions were
decided (2004) and the start of the Flemish procedures for the Plan EIA and the RUP (2009). This
period could have been used to set up a broadly participative process of joint fact-finding (see
Recommendation 1).
19. Information transfer within public administrations
Much stands or falls by local political support. Elia had spoken to all mayors of the municipalities
involved beforehand, but this didn’t mean that all members of the municipal executive board were
sufficiently informed. The same is true for the governor and the members of the deputation.
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It is often difficult for a developer to know to whom to talk: an administration, the competent member of
the municipal executive, the mayor, the governor, somebody else? There is often a problem of internal
communication within an administration. This can to a large extent be dealt with through a participative
process at the start of the procedure.
20. Consider the project in relation to other projects running in the region
Local authorities (and also residents) consider a high-voltage power line not as a project in and of
itself but as a part of the greater whole of all developments in their surrounding area. Zeebrugge
village and Zwankendamme, for instance, are already facing a port expansion, a new marshalling,
new companies and their associated extra traffic, and so on. In the context of that big picture, Stevin
and Nemo were considered that one drop too many. Furthermore, Nemo and Stevin were also
considered two separate projects while local authorities and citizens consider the global impact of both
projects in the greater context of other developments. The same is true for Maldegem: the dual
carriageway is turned into a motorway, there is the possible widening of the Schipdonk canal with
much higher bridges and barriers and now there is Stevin on top of this. There is a great deal of
frustration about the fact that these cumulative effects are neither studied nor recognised, especially
by the Flemish government. The big picture is important.
By starting from this global picture, other kinds of solutions would also be possible. For instance,
alterations or adjustments to the one project could be used to mitigate the effects of another project.
But because the Flemish government doesn’t start from this global view – like the local authorities do
– this isn’t possible. Of course, within an EIA the cumulative effects with other projects is considered,
but a global view clearly exceeds the tasks of the individual promoters.
At the moment, Flanders does not have a government framework for a more integral and qualitative
implementation of different projects which, ultimately, would benefit the community as a whole. The
situation of De Spie in Brugge can serve as an example. Several projects converge here: Stevin, the
A11, a new football stadium, company expansions, and so on. It would be a great improvement if one
authority were to draw up a landscape recovery plan for all these projects. That was also the
preference of Elia, but because there is currently no framework for a joint approach, Elia itself has the
legal obligation to provide green zoning for the high-voltage substation without it being part of an
overall landscaping picture for the entire area.
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The Flemish government should, then, look at projects in conjunction with each other. At the moment,
they are too fragmented and not viewed as a whole. It requires one connected political decision as
well as one political discussion at the beginning.
21. A time-out at election time?
Considering the long lead time of the entire permits process, it is practically unavoidable that there will
be one or more elections during it. The municipal and provincial elections of 2012 have interfered with
the procedure of the Stevin line. Various stakeholders, both citizens and politicians, indicate that
elections have had a great impact on the views of the local authorities. Elections are a difficult moment
for local politicians, all sensitive issues are brought to bear and a politician cannot afford to go against
public opinion at such a time. Local action committees use this. Citizens want to know where their
politicians stand on issues during elections and ask very explicitly for them, also through the media. It
is not simple for politicians to deal with that rationally. One option would be to introduce a kind of a
recess during an election period.
It is important to establish a number of fixed decision moments, a kind of funnelling, after which
previous decisions cannot be reconsidered. Otherwise one keeps turning in circles, putting things off
and prolonging things are pointless, muddling along corrupts and it serves no one. Clear timing needs
to be agreed upon from the beginning of the process but introducing an ‘on hold’ during elections must
be possible.

Sharing benefits and burdens
To achieve public support for large projects, thought must be given to an honest sharing of benefits
and burdens during which the objective may be to have the injured stakeholders share in the
advantages involved in the project.
22. Consider benefits and burdens from the very beginning
Local opposition against the Stevin project is fed by the idea that benefits and burdens are unequally
shared. For several stakeholders this is more important than the visual impact or local nuisance. There
is a strong belief that the local population must carry all the burdens while a few energy companies get
all the benefits. This is why it is a good idea to think about a way to share the burdens and benefits
equitably. This could for instance be established by providing a budget or setting up a fund to finance
local projects that improve the quality of life, although this must be dealt with carefully. A quality
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project in terms of spatial planning, mitigating measures, and so on, must come first. The danger of a
fund could be that the discussion becomes one of dividing the money and not the project itself. The
best project, not the money, must come first. Furthermore, the establishment of a fund may quickly be
regarded as an attempt at bribery.
For the Stevin project, settlements were made with municipal authorities and action committees in
order to end legal procedures. Those involved were satisfied with these settlements. There will be
funds for projects to improve the local quality of life. However, the projects must have some link to the
Stevin project, for instance for buffering. Still, most stakeholders are of the opinion that it is better to
come to an agreement on compensations and local projects and budgets for the entire project
beforehand instead of coming to an agreement after a settlement. Furthermore, there is a risk that in
the future, municipalities will be more inclined to start legal proceedings to get more out of it through a
settlement.
Another possibility is a more general fund, one that is separate from concrete projects. Elia could, for
instance, set up a fund for local authorities or organisations to submit project proposals on energy
saving, climate adaptation, and so on. This could strengthen Elia’s image as a sustainable network
operator. We can refer to the Indaver fund,4 where organisations can submit project proposals for
waste prevention, reuse, and so on. This fund is independently managed by the Koning
Boudewijnstichting and it helped to increase public support for refuse incineration plants which used to
be strongly contested.
23. Not only financial compensation
It most certainly is not solely about financial compensation. Physical measures that improve the local
quality of life are often appreciated much more by local stakeholders than making a budget available.
Examples include green zoning, landscaping elements, putting existing electricity lines underground,
building a bicycle path, and so on. The green zoning plan of the Regionaal Landschap Meetjesland in
the area around the Horta station, is generally considered as a good example of how such a project

4

This fund came into being in the framework of a settlement in a lawsuit against the environmental permit for a
refuse incineration plant.
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can offer local advantages. The fact that a similar green zoning plan is now being drawn up for the
Stevin project as well is a very good thing. The positive effect of such an accompanying plan on public
support for a high-voltage power line would be even greater if it was communicated earlier.
24. Look into possibilities for financial particpation
Research into social acceptance of on-land wind turbines shows that public support for new wind
turbines strongly increases when citizens are able to participate financially in wind energy, for
instance, through a cooperative. To increase public support for the Stevin high-voltage power line,
considerations for a similar system of participation in offshore wind farms for which the Stevin project
is required may be beneficial. Of course this is not the authority of Elia but of the operator of the wind
farms.
25. A protocol with nature organisations?
A protocol was established with agricultural associations about compensation for land use and
diminished crop yields. This way, there are clear guidelines for negotiations with individual farmers. A
similar agreement at the sector level could also be made with nature-managing organisations, about
for instance managing remaining plots, green zoning, installing bird flight deflectors to increase
visibility, and so on. At the moment, such agreements with nature organisations are made locally but
this is not an optimal solution.
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Quick wins
In addition to the above-mentioned structural recommendations, BBL has also compiled a list of
possible quick wins based on round table talks and interviews. Quick wins are issues that have fairly
simple solutions allowing for greater public support.
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

The first brochures of Elia were distributed with the local advertising paper (‘Streekkrant’). As a
result these brochures often ended up between advertisement folders and were lost. Citizens
interpreted this as ‘they don’t want to reach us’. It is best to distribute the brochure separately
and in a format that draws attention to and emphasises its importance, for instance in an
envelope with the Elia logo.
It is best to use as many communication channels as possible to reach as many people as
possible. The more information is actively disseminated, the less distrust there will be amongst
the population. In addition to the info brochures and the website, possibilities to consider
include an e-zine or a paper newsletter so that every resident involved can be kept abreast of
the progress made in the process.
Several stakeholders point out the importance of social media like Facebook, YouTube or
Twitter, and so on. Especially for young people these are by far the most important channels of
information.
Social media can also be used through a network of intermediaries, for instance through clubs
and societies.
Have information about the project published on existing websites like for instance
http://www.zeebruggeopen.be/. This website includes all the projects in Zeebrugge with a
concise description, news and downloads. At the moment, the Stevin project is not mentioned.
The German network operator 50Hertz uses a travelling information bus for a new high-voltage
power line in Germany that goes to weekly market places, among other sites. Markets attract
an entirely different audience than, for instance, hearings and thus a much broader audience
can be reached. It also makes it easier to adapt your story to your audience, something that is
much more difficult at hearings.
Local stakeholders ask to provide one clear contact point where they can go for personal
advice on their questions.
Use existing municipal advisory councils like the municipal commission for spatial planning
(GECORO) or the municipal Mina council to get information to the right people quickly.
It is better to plant woods directly instead of depositing money in the forest compensation fund
since the money in this fund takes too long to be used. Actual planting projects also provide
much more visibility.
Universities in Germany took measures under existing power lines to find out about the
strength of the electromagnetic field. This is an objective approach. Of course it is best that
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such universities are not paid by the network operator or energy companies. People set great
store by the independence of researchers.
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Industry

Regional (Flemish)
level

Province Western
Flanders

Province Eastern
Flanders

8 local governments

Main stakeholder
reactions in every
phase of the
procedure
Land-use plan
City of Blankenberge
Town of Damme
Town of Zomergem
Town of Maldegem
City of Bruges
Town of Waregem
Town of Zuienkerke
Town of Sint-Laureins
Province Eastern
Flanders
Town of Sint-Laureins

City of Bruges

Town of Zomergem

Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA)

Flemish Agency Health and Care
Flemish Environmental Company
Fluxys

Fluxys
Electrabel
Interconnector

Flemish Agency Health and Care
Flemish Environmental Company
Fluxys

Agency Road and Traffic
Mobility Eastern Flanders
Eastern Flanders
Administration Nature and Forestry Eastern
Flanders
Province Western
Spatial Planning Western Flanders
Architectural Heritage
Flanders
Environment, Nature and Water Western
Flanders
Spatial Planning Western Flanders
Administration Nature and Forestry Western
Flanders
Flemish Government
Department Mobility and Civil Engineering
Department Mobility and Civil Engineering
Department Spatial Planning
Department Agriculture and Fishery
Department Environment and Health
Tourism Flanders

Spatial Planning Eastern Flanders

Town of Sint-Laureins

Town of Damme
Town of Zomergem
Town of Maldegem
City of Bruges

Strategic Environmental Assessment
(SEA)

ANNEX I: timeline of reactions

City of Bruges

Town of Zomergem

Building Permit
Environmental Permit
City of Blankenberge

Legend

Public reactions

Environmental
organisations and
Other

Harbour and
waterways

Favorable

Favorable on certain conditions

Unfavorable or objection

64 objections

Local Waterpolicy

Port of Zeebrugge

Port of Zeebrugge

Council on Cultural
Patrimonium
Sustainable Agricultural Development
Action committee
radiation free landscape
Vivenkapelle
Natuurpunt
Bond Beter Leefmilieu
Boerenbond
1.706 objections
14 objections

Waterways and Sea nv

Port of Zeebrugge
Port Authority MBZ nv

23 objections

10 objections

Communication

Planning context

Announcement of the project with the public was not done properly
Absence of a communication plan
Info sessions were not communicated well

Duration of the public consultation
Complexity of the file
Quality of the info moment of the land use plan
Conflicts with other plans
Errors on maps

Depreciation

Participation

Insufficient buffering
Noise
Health impact of magnetic radiation (EMF)
Ionized particulate matter
Houses and land properties
Agriculture area
Limitation of the building heighth

The buffer was enlarged and the station would be planted in a way that it is kept out of sight

Research alternative location

Location station Stevin

Quality of life

The chosen location gets the best score for nature, landscape, agriculture and industry

Visual impact
Negative effect on tourism
Bird mortality
Damaging of nature and open area

Impact on landscape and environment

Conflicts were eliminated where necessary
Errors were corrected

There was a minor offense (1 day too short) but it had no effect on the filed objections

Compensation is possible
Compensation is possible
Max. building heighth is necessary for safety and exploitation

There are restrictions on land use based on the scientific reference level of the magnetic field
(0,4µT). An expropriation plan was developed.

According to the environmental assessment the chosen tracing and the location of the Stevin
station is the most environmentally friendly option.

Ambiguity about compensations

Underground connection between Vivenkapelle and Eeklo was agreed
An expropriation plan was developed. It's not the task of Elia to negotiate with the citizens about
the compensations.

Clustering of the lines and limiting the number of effectuated homes were priority. Clustering
was only omitted where that would be an additional inconvenience
The chosen tracing is the most environmentally friendly option, only small corrections and
modifications are possible

Stand-still principle was not violated: the decomposition of an existing 150kV-line results in an
overall reduction of lines (up to 10 km less) and less damage on the landscape

Expropriation plan

More research on the underground alternative necessary

Research on alternative tracing

More research on the underground alternative necessary

Tracing

Research on alternative tracing

Precautionary principle

Research on alternative tracing

The alternatives were investigated and were all impossible because of technical reasons

The project indeed adds more new infastructure

Stand-still principle

Clustering principle

The alternatives were investigated and were all impossible because of technical reasons

More research on the underground alternative necessary

Principle of equality

Decision Flemish Government
The principle was not violated because the same principles and methods were used during the
entire process

Advice

Objection

ANNEX II: Main objections throughout the planning and permitting procedures

ANNEX III: details of remarks during SEA
Organisation/administration
Flemish Environmental Company
Spatial Planning Western Flanders
Department Spatial Planning
Spatial Planning Eastern Flanders
Mobility Eastern Flanders
Flemish Agency Health and Care

Advice
Favorable
Favorable under conditions
Favorable under conditions
Favorable
Favorable
/

Remarks
None
More attention for heritage
Impact on the grid unclear
Some remarks on the content
None
Psychological effect
Communication inhabitants not good
No description of norms on EMF

Environment, Nature and Water policy
Western Flanders

/

Department Mobility and Civil Engineering
Department Agriculture and Fishery

Favorable
Unfavorable

Underground connection possible
Undergrond connection in Koolkerke
Alternative tracing of the line possible
Bundling with the canal
Planning context incomplete
None
Department was not involved in work group

Town of Sint-Laureins

Favorable under conditions

Town of Damme

Favorable under conditions

Town of Zomergem

Unfavorable

Town of Maldegem
City of Bruges

/
Unfavorable

Tourism Flanders
Adm. Nature & Forestry Eastern Flanders
Adm. Nature & Forestry Western Flanders
Port of Zeebrugge

Favorable
/
Favorable
/

Flemish Agency Health and Care

Favorable under conditions

Local Water Management
Fluxys
Department Environment and Health

Favorable
Favorable

Reaction of
Inhabitant of Koolkerke

Inhabitant of Koolkerke

Inhabitant of Damme
Inhabitant of Koolkerke

Doctor in Koolkerke
Inhabitant of Koolkerke

Line goes through a protected area, compensation is required
More research on alternative tracing
Principle of bundling
Planning context incomplete
Distance of the line to planned wind mills
Visual impact
Underground connection possible
More research on alternative tracing
Precautionary principle
Underground connection possible
Location station Horta
More research on alternative tracing
Precautionary principle
Planning context incomplete
Remarks on analyzed alternative trajectories
More research on alternative tracing
Concerns on the implementation
None
More attention for vegetation
None
Alternatives too vague
More research on alternative tracing
Underground connection possible
Psychosomatic effect not described
Communication inhabitants
Concerns on the implementation
Concerns on the implementation
More info on EMF necessary
Number of effected inhabitants by the radiation?
Objections
Health risk EMF
Planning context incomplete
Underground connection possible
More research on alternative tracing
Need of the project was not proven
Safety risk
Communication about info sessions not good
Planning context incomplete
Principle of bundling
Precautionary principe
More research on alternative tracing
Buffer for school
Health risk EMF
Safety risk
Spanned farm is heritage
Communication about info sessions not good
More research on alternative tracing
Health risk EMF
Health risk EMF
More research on alternative tracing
Health risk EMF
Safety risk

Inhabitant

Inhabitant of Maldegem

Inhabitant of Koolkerke

Inhabitant of Damme
Inhabitant of Damme

Inhabitant of Koolkerke

Inhabitant of Zomergem
Inhabitant of Koolkerke
Inhabitant of Koolkerke

Inhabitant of Koolkerke

Inhabitant of Zomergem
Inhabitant of Damme

Inhabitant of Koolkerke
Inhabitant of Zomergem

Inhabitant of Zomergem

Inhabitant of Koolkerke
Inhabitant of Koolkerke
Inhabitant

Planning context incomplete
More research on alternative tracing
Need of the project was not proven
Tracing above ground is preferred by the developer
Cheapest' is not a valid benefit
More research on alternative tracing necessary
More research on alternative tracing
Underground connection possible
Ionized particulate matter
Precautionary principe
Health risk EMF
Safety risk
Depreciation property
Noise disturbance
Health risk EMF
Safety risk
Planning context incomplete
More research on alternative tracing
Need of the project was not proven
Visual impact
Underground connection possible
Underground connection possible
Health risk EMF
Noise disturbance
Visual impact
Precautionary principe
Depreciation property
More research on alternative tracing
Cummulating effects of bundling
Castle is heritage
More research on alternative tracing
Underground connection possible
Depreciation property
More use of existing infrastructure for the line
More research on alternative tracing
Health risk EMF
Safety risk
Health risk EMF
Safety risk
Planning context incomplete
More research on alternative tracing
Need of the project was not proven
Health risk EMF
Safety risk
Planning context incomplete
More research on alternative tracing
Need of the project was not proven
More research on alternative tracing
Health risk EMF
Underground connection possible
Health risk EMF
Noise disturbance
Visual impact
Precautionary principle
Depreciation property
More research on alternative tracing
Cummulating effects of bundling
Communication to inhabitants not good
Visual impact
Underground connection possible
Cummulating effects of bundling
Noise disturbance
Depreciation property
Health risk
Noise disturbance
Depreciation property
Underground connection possible
Global objection against the project
Planning context incomplete
Children crib nearby
Attention for the bird directive area
Underground connection possible

Inhabitant of Koolkerke
Inhabitant of Koolkerke

Inhabitant of Koolkerke

Inhabitant of Zomergem
Inhabitant

Inhabitant of Koolkerke

Inhabitant of Koolkerke

Inhabitant of Koolkerke

Inhabitant of Maldegem
Inhabitant of Koolkerke

Inhabitant of Koolkerke

Inhabitant ofs Koolkerke
Inhabitant of Koolkerke
Inhabitant of Koolkerke

Inhabitant of Koolkerke

Inhabitant of Damme

Inhabitant of Maldegem

Cummulating effects of bundling
Global objection against the project
Visual impact
Touristic disadvantage
Health risk
Underground connection possible
School and children crib nearby
More research on alternative tracing
Type of pylons
More research on alternative tracing
Tracing above ground is preferred by the developer
Type of pylons
Underground connection possible
More research on alternative tracing
Principle of bundling
Health risk
Precautionary principle
Ionized particulate matter
Attention for the bird directive area
Stand-still principle
win-back principle
Integration principle
School and children crib nearby
Health risk EMF
Noise disturbance
Visual impact
Link with project Schipdonkkanaal
Health risk EMF
Safety risk
Planning context incomplete
More research on alternative tracing
Need of the project was not proven
Planning context incomplete
Principle of bundling
Link with project Schipdonkkanaal
Health risk EMF
Health risk EMF
Underground connection possible
Visual impact
Attention for the bird directive area
Landscape damaged
Principle of bundling
Underground connection possible
Planning context incomplete
Principle of bundling
Link with project Schipdonkkanaal
Health risk EMF
More research on alternative tracing
Principle of bundling
Precautionary principle
Health risk EMF
Safety risk
Planning context incomplete
More research on alternative tracing
Noodzaak project niet aangetoond
Health risk EMF
Safety risk
Planning context incomplete
More research on alternative tracing
Need of the project was not proven
Underground connection possible
Health risk EMF
Noise disturbance
Visual impact
Precautionary principe
Depreciation property
More research on alternative tracing
Cummulating effects of bundling
Visual impact
Noise disturbance
Dead birds
Icicles on cables

Inhabitant of Koolkerke
Inhabitant

Inhabitant of Zeebrugge

Inhabitant of Damme

Groen! Western Flanders

Inhabitant of Koolkerke
Inhabitant of Koolkerke

Inhabitant of Koolkerke

NV Fortbeke

vzw De Brugse Koetsiers

Company in Koolkerke

Inhabitant of Zomergem
Inhabitant of Zomergem

Inhabitant of Damme

Inhabitant
Inhabitant

Inhabitant of Dudzele

Safety risk
Principle of bundling
No permit for a small windmill because agricultural area, but a
power line does get a permit. Logical?
More research on alternative tracing
Tracing above ground is preferred by the developer
Type of pylons
Underground connection possible
More research on alternative tracing
Principle of bundling
Health risk
Precautionary principle
Ionized particulate matter
Storage tanks in military domain near the line dangerous
Location station Stevin
Parking planned on location station
Compensation possible?
Research Health risk necessary
Migration birds near the shore line
Announcement of the project not good
Exploitation restaurant difficult
Safety risk
More research on alternative tracing
Underground connection possible
Type of pylons
Date missing for the demolition of existing line
Bundling with Schipdonkkanaal
Health risk EMF
Safety risk
Planning context incomplete
More research on alternative tracing
Need of the project was not proven
Health risk EMF
Safety risk
Planning context incomplete
More research on alternative tracing
Need of the project was not proven
Area Fort van Beieren damaged
Protected landscape damaged
Health risk EMF
Planning context incomplete
Bird Directive Area was spared, habitation was not
Line and pylons near horses
Negative effects on horses
Safety risk
Bundling with Schipdonkkanaal
Announcement of the project not good
Line and pylons near horses
Negative effects on horses
Safety risk
Bundling with Schipdonkkanaal
More research on alternative tracing
Location station Horta
Location pylons
Cummulating effects of bundling
Noise disturbance
Depreciation property
Underground connection possible
Health risk EMF
Noise disturbance
Visual impact
Precautionary principle
Depreciation property
More research on alternative tracing
Cummulating effects of bundling
EMF
Planning context incomplete
Health risk EMF
Depreciation property
Bird Directive Area was spared, habitation was not
Depreciation property
More research on alternative tracing

Inhabitant of Koolkerke
Inhabitant of Dudzele

Inhabitant of Koolkerke
Inhabitant

Inhabitant of Damme

Inhabitant of Maldegem

Underground connection possible
Bundling with Schipdonkkanaal
Compensation possible?
Planning context incomplete
Communication to inhabitants not good
More research on alternative tracing necessary
Depreciation property
More research on alternative tracing
Underground connection possible
Bundling with Schipdonkkanaal
Compensation possible?
Bird Directive Area was spared, habitation was not
Announcement of the project not good
Planning context incomplete
All tracing option across Koolkerke
Bird Directive Area was spared, habitation was not
Underground connection possible
Farm protected heritage
Depreciation property
Location of the pylons
Health risk
Noise disturbance
Safety risk
Visual impact
Location of the pylons

Reaction
Advice of Waterways and Sea nv

Advice of the town council of Blankenberge

Advice of the town council of Damme

Advice of the town council of Bruges

No
A1

A2

A3

A4

Distances with underground connection unclear
Depth of the underground connection at the
coast line unclear
Uncertainty on the width of the connection and
the cables
No expropriation plan provided
Research on location station Stevin
No minimum width of buffer zone station Stevin
Landscape study necessary for Building Permit

h

k
l
m
n

j

i

Building heigth limitation not realistic

Precautionary principle is not followed
A study on radiation effects should be included in
every permit application
Adapted zoning, shuilding and buffering for
habitation
Norms and limits for EMF and distance from
existing habitation
Disagree with tracing in Oudemaarspolder,
alternative via Transportzone or underground
Safety distances unclear

g

e
f

d

c

b

a

h

e
f
g

Expropriation plan unclear
Building heigth limitation not realistic
No sound screen provided for Vivenkapelle
Uncertainty about constructions needed for
underground connection

Station Stevin near habitation
No decision possible before results on research
EMF

c
d

Underground connection is the only valid option
Uncertainty location station Stevin

Will pass this to the developer
Will pass this to the developer
Remarks of the town council not received

Advice of Vlacoro
Will pass this to the developer

3 Investigate if a landscape study is necessary

3 Positive, see 3c

3 Positive
3 Positive, see 1b

3 Positive, see 3e and 3i

3 More information on alternatives
Positive + why can't the connection go along
3 the western dam?

3 Positive, has to be adapted

3 Cost Benefit analysis necessary
3 Distances should be made clear

3 See 3i

3 Extra research on location station Stevin

3 Precautionary principle has to prevail

3 Precautionary principle has to prevail

34

34 See 5e
34 See 3g
34 Sufficient buffer needed

34 See 3a,b

34 Underground connection is a valid option

Underground connection has to be
34 researched
34 Underground connection is valid option

Advice/objection
No
Power line may not interfere with ships
There may not be any negative consequences for
the exploitation
Subplan B does not have any relevant impact
Favorable under certain conditions

a
b

b
c

a

ANNEX IV: remarks during the Spatial Planning procedure

3c

1b

3e and 3i

3i

1b

1b and 5f

1b and 5f

5e
3g

3a,b

3a,b and 5f

Reference

Landscape study is included in EIA

Buffering 15m instead of 5m, Elia will try to
hide the station from sight

Expropriations for underground cables is
legally no longer the jurisdiction of Elia

Technically not feasable because of the lack
of space on the dam

Building heigth limitation is necessary for
exploitation, safety and the tracing of the line

Alternative routings are not feasible because
of different technical reasons
Clarification was made

Technical details are not part of the land use
plan
No causal link between health issues and
EMF+ compensation possible
No causal link between health issues and
EMF+ compensation possible
The chosen location has the best score on
nature, landscape, agriculture and industry

Expropriation plan will be banned from the
land use plan

Was considered but location station was kept

Costs are lower thant the benefits +
underground connection between
Vivenkapelle and Eeklo

Decision Flemish Government

Advice of the provincial council of Western
Flanders

A7

Advice of the Agency Roads and Traffic
Eastern Flanders (late)

Advice of the provincial council of Eastern
Flanders (late)

Natuurpunt
Natuurpunt section Bruges

A10

A11

B5
B930

A9

Advice of the town council of Waregem
Advice of the town council of Zuienkerke
(late)

Advice of the town council of Maldegem

A6

A8

Advice of the town council of Zomergem

A5

Location station Horta
Other tracing option north of Maldegem
No report on the removal of the existing 150 kv
line
Landscape damaged
Principle of equality
Precautionary principle
Honest compensations for expropriations
Connection has to be outside the provincial
domain Zeebos
Research on location station Stevin
Favorable

d
a

c
d
e
f

b

a
b

b

a

a
b
c
d
e
f
g

a

b

Supports developments
Attention for area 'De fonteintjes'

Favorable

Extra sentence for urban regulation
Planned road construction with implications on
land use plan

Favorable under certain conditions
Health risk
Community boundery on maps
Existing legal status incorrect
Legend on maps is missing
Building heigth limitation not realistic
Building heigth limitation not realistic

Research on underground connection

c

t
u
a
b

s

r

q

Park has to be spared, green zone
Conflict with Land Use Plan Harbour Area
Location station in conclict with Local Spation
Plan Bruges
Conflict with Land Use Plan Harbour Area and
other local plans
Location station Spie is not allowed where it is
planned
Abbreviations GRUP and RUP (land use plan) are
not used correctly
Local construction plans missing
Extra power lines are not appreciated
Disadvantageous effects on the environment

o
p

4 Of which we take note
4 Positive, see 3i

2 Of which we take note

77 Has to be taken into account for land use plan

77 To be adapted

32 Of which we take note
32 See 3a,b
32 Boundary has to be adapted
32 Corrections needed
32 Legend is present
32 See 3g
32 See 3g

1 Positive
Of which we take note

1 negative

46 Is already provided
Positive, research on underground
46 connection
Positive, research on underground
46 connection
46 See 3a,b
46 See 74c

3 Positive
3 Positive
63 Of which we take note
63 See 3a,b
Positive, research on underground
63 connection
Positive, research on underground
63 connection
46 Of which we take note

3 Clarification needed

3 Positive, see 3p

3 Positive, see 1b and 3n,o

3 Positive, see 3n
3 Positive

3i

3g
3g

3a,b

3e
3 a, b and c + 3n,o +
16 a

3a,b
74c

3a,b

3p

1b and 3n,o

3n
16a and 37 a,b

Urban regulations were adapted

Adaptations were made
Adaptations were made

Horta is not a part of this Land Use Plan

Station will be planted in a way that further
development of De Spie is possible
Was replaced in the reports by the
expression 'gewestelijk RUP'
Only relevant local plans were included

Was included
Was clarified in the report

Civilian

Civilians (33 signatories)

Civilian (inhabitant Stationswijk)

Civilian (near Stevin)
Civilian

B671

B74

B662

B22
B23

Civilian

B67 B79

B667
B668 and
Civilians (expropriated)
B670

B143

B141/14
2
Civilians (farm)

Bond Beter Leefmilieu

B7

Uncertainty about Health risks
No zone indicated where habitation prohibited
Uncertainty about expropriation
Research on underground connection
Underground connection was not analysed
Attention for area 'De fonteintjes'
Attention for area Oudemaarspolder
Construction works not welcome in Strandwijk
Visual impact, noise disturbance and health risk
Buffer not large enough
Location station Stevin
Location station Stevin
Noise disturbance
Health risk EMF
Location station Stevin
Research on underground connection
Location station Stevin
Location station Stevin
Buffer not large enough
Location station Stevin
Health risk, magnetic field, noise and visual
impact
Alternative through the transport zone

c
d
e
f
a
b
c
a
b
c
d
a
b
c
d
e
a
a
b
c

a
b
c
d
a

a
b
c
d
a

Civilians are expropriated
Research on alternative tracing necessary
Research on underground connection
Will bring this case to court
Reports to complex for civilians

Disagree with Land Use Plan
Depreciation property
Touristic disadvantage
Research on underground connection
Location station Stevin

Bundling and standstill principle

b

d
e

Attention for Oudemaarspolder
Supports developments

c
a

13 Of which we take note
13 negative, technical very difficult
13 negative, technical very difficult
13 Of which we take note
14 Of which we take note

11 Of which we take note
11 See 74c
11 Positive
11 Positive
12 Positive

10 Positive
10 Positive

7 Positive
7 Positive
7 Positive
8 Positive
8 Positive
8 Positive
8 Positive
8 Positive
9 Positive
10 Positive
10 Positive
10 Positive

5 Positive, see 3 a,b
Positive, prohibition of construction and
5 expropriation plan needed
Positive, clarification of the expropriation
5 plan needed
Positive, research on underground
5 connection
6 Positive, see 3 a,b and 5 f
6 Positive, see 3i
6 Positive, see 3e
7 Of which we take note

5 Positive

4 Positive, see 3e
5 Of which we take note

74 c
1 a,b and 5f
1 a,b and 5f
1b, 3a,b,c and 5f

1b, 3a,b,c and 5f
1b, 3a,b,c and 5f

1b, 3a,b,c
1b, 3a,b,c
1b, 3a,b,c
1b, 3a,b,c and 5f
1b, 3a,b,c and 5f
1b, 3a,b,c and 5f
1b, 3a,b,c and 5f
1b, 3a,b,c and 5f
1b, 3a,b,c and 5f
1b, 3a,b,c and 5f
1b, 3a,b,c and 5f
1b, 3a,b,c and 5f

3a,b and 5f
3i
3e

3 a,b

3e

Standstill principle was respected and
bundling is only omitted to spare residential
areas
No causal link between health issues and
EMF+ compensation possible
Prohibition of construction is too expensive
and out of proportion

Repair of the landscape included

Civilian
Civilian (near Stevin)

B647
B78

B83

Business Guilds Damme, Brugge and
Zuienkerke

B81 B82 Civilians (inhabitants)

Port of Zeebrugge

B75

B70 tem
B73
B612 tem
B616
Project developer

Expropriation plan incomplete
Health risk and visual impact
Construction works not welcome in Strandwijk
Visual impact and noise disturbance
Health risk
Depreciation property
Attention for nature areas

e
a
a
b
c
d
e

Building heigth limitation not realistic
Very large impact on the landscape
A lot of uncertainties in the plans
Alternative tracing not examined well
Conclusions and decisions without motivations
Impact on agriculture underestimated

a
b
c
d
e
f

a
b
c
d

Info sessions insufficient + reports too complex
Global inconvenience of power lines
bundling
Extra inconveniences and risks

Expropriation of public domain not possible

d

c

a
b

Military domain not correct in planning context
Development possibilities for the harbour are
not taken into account
Sound isolation and buffering are important
Protective construction for cables underneath
canal necessary

Land Use Plan in conflict with local development
plans

Location station Stevin
Visual impact station
Visual impact hoogspanningskabel
Noise disturbance
Health, EMF
Bird mortality
Depreciation property
No communication for owners second residence
(common in coastal area)

b

a

i

b
c
d
e
f
g
h
1b, 3a,b,c and 5f
1b, 3a,b,c and 5f
1b, 3a,b,c and 5f
1b, 3a,b,c and 5f
1b, 3a,b,c and 5f
74c

20 Research impact of EMF on agriculture

20 Positive

20 Positive
20 Positive
Such details are only important in the
20 procedure for the permits
20 Positive

19 Positive
19 Positive
19 Positive
19 Positive

Positive, clarification of the expropriation
16 plan needed
Positive, clarification of the expropriation
16 plan needed
17 Positive
18 Of which we take note
18 Positive
18 Positive
18 See 74c
18 Positive

16 Another location would be better

5f

5b and 5f

3g
5b and 5f

3e
3e
3e

1b, 3a,b,c and 5f
1b, 3a,b,c and 5f
74c
1b, 3a,b,c and 5f

5e
1b, 3a,b,c and 5f

5e

3c

15 Of which we take note
1b
New zoning for area of community and public
15 utilities
negative, no space left for other
16 developments
3c,n,o
16 negative
16a

Info session hopefully lead to a better
14 understanding
14 Positive
14 Positive
14 Positive
14 Positive
14 Positive
14 See 74c
There was an info session and reports were
14 available for the public

Research does not effect the land use plan, in
foreign studies no causal effect was found

Public domain has to be in the expropriation
plan because they have to be availble

Details of the implementation and
construction are not part of this plan

Advice Vlacoro is followed, space left is used
for mitigating measures

B80
B77
B38
B62

Civilian
Civilian
Civilian (inhabitant)
Civilian (inhabitant)

B955 B63 Civilian

B1699

Civilians

B6

Military domain not correct in planning context

l

a
b

c
d

b

a

Military domain not correct in planning context
Difficult situation for some streets
Location station Stevin + underground
connection
Location station Stevin
Location station Stevin
Concerns inhabitants not taken into account
Alternative tracing not examined well

Location station Stevin
Harmony between quality of life and exploitation
harbour

Health risk
Leucemia with children
Visual impact
Noise disturbance
Interruption of green zones
Touristic disadvantage
Bird mortality
Abscence of a green buffer
Depreciation property
Unsolved case of damage

Military domain not correct in planning context
Implantation betweet 2 residential areas
Visual impact
Noise disturbance
Interruption of green zones
Touristic disadvantage
Bird mortality
Health risks
Alternativ through transport zone

c
d
e
f
g
h
i
j
k

b

Safety measures
Information about the exact locations
Special provisions
Location station Stevin
Why isn't the green energy used for the
habitation in Zeebrugge?

Favorable under conditions

b
c
d
a

g
a

Civilians [B9] - [B21], [B24] - [B37], [B40] -.
[B61], [B85] - [B136], [B147] - [B611], [B623]
- [B635], [B663], [B666], [B919] - [B926],
[B1696], [B1697], [B952] and one late [B669] a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
Civilian
a
b

Interconnector via Fluxys nv

B673

26 Positive
27 Positive
28 Positive
29 Info session was organised
29 Positive

25 Positive
25 Positive

25 Positive

25 Positive

23 Positive
23 Positive
23 Positive
23 Positive
23 Positive
23 Positive
23 Positive
23 Positive
24 See 3e
24 No statement possible

22 Positive

22 Positive
22 Positive
22 Positive
22 Positive
22 Positive
22 Positive
22 Positive
22 Positive
22 Positive

22 Positive

21 Of which we take note
21 Of which we take note
21 Of which we take note
22 Positive

20 See 74c
21 Of which we take note

1b, 3a,b,c and 5f

1b, 3a,b,c and 5f
1b, 3a,b,c and 5f
1b, 3a,b,c and 5f

1b, 3a,b,c and 5f
1b, 3a,b,c and 5f

1b, 3a,b,c and 5f

1b, 3a,b,c and 5f

1b, 3a,b,c and 5f
1b, 3a,b,c and 5f
1b, 3a,b,c and 5f
1b, 3a,b,c and 5f
1b, 3a,b,c and 5f
1b, 3a,b,c and 5f
1b, 3a,b,c and 5f
1b, 3a,b,c and 5f
3e

1b, 3a,b,c and 5f

1b, 3a,b,c and 5f
1b, 3a,b,c and 5f
1b, 3a,b,c and 5f
1b, 3a,b,c and 5f
1b, 3a,b,c and 5f
1b, 3a,b,c and 5f
1b, 3a,b,c and 5f
1b, 3a,b,c and 5f
1b, 3a,b,c and 5f

1b, 3a,b,c and 5f

1b, 3a,b,c and 5f

74c
Safety measures have to be respected during
the construction

Civilians (expropriated)

Council for Cultural Patrimony
Actioncommittee radiation free landscape
B3 B4 B8 Vivenkapelle

B953

B619

B63 B76
B620
B621
B622
B665
Civilian (inhabitant)

Stevin line is not 'a communal and public uitility'
Urban carte blanche, incomprehensible
Conflict with local development plan
Buffer not large enough
Uncertainty about noise screen
Too close to residential areas
Military domain not correct in planning context
Residential zones disrupted
Against location of underground connection
Line too close to house (EMF)
Bundling in the north
Bundling in the east
Bundling sooner along the line
Underground connection
Need of the project was not proven
Energy shortage is not a valid argument for the
project
SEA incomplete + participation too late
Alternative tracing not examined well
Research on underground connection
Tracing has to examined more on nuisance
bundling
EMF
Noise disturbance
Ionized particulate matter
Leucemia with children
Safety risk near stations

j
k
l
m
n
o
p
q
a
b
c
d
e

a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
i
j
k
l

Lack of participation
Location station Stevin
quality of life
Noise disturbance
Stationswijk yet again effected
Umbrella organisation needed
Visual impact and touristic disadvantage
Research on underground connection
EMF

Health risk

a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
i

c

36 See 34a
36 Positive
36 Positive
36 Positive
36 Positive
36 Positive
36 Positive
36 Positive
36 Positive
36 Positive
36 No advice

36 Of which we take note

30 Positive
30 Positive
31 Of which we take note
Positive, research on the technical feasibility
31 of alternative routings
Positive, research on the technical feasibility
31 of alternative routings
Positive, research on the technical feasibility
31 of alternative routings
Positive, research on the technical feasibility
31 of alternative routings
35 See 34a

30 Positive
30 Positive
30 Positive
30 Positive
30 Positive
30 Positive

30 Info session and public consultation
30 Positive
30 Positive
30 Positive
30 Positive
30 Positive
30 Positive
30 Positive
30 Positive

29 Positive

34a
3a,b 5b,f and 34a
3a,b 5b,f and 34a
3a,b 5b,f and 34a
3a,b 5b,f and 34a
3a,b 5b,f and 34a
3a,b 5b,f and 34a
3a,b 5b,f and 34a
3a,b 5b,f and 34a
3a,b 5b,f and 34a

3a,b

5b and 74c
34a

5b and 74c

5b and 74c

5b and 74c

1b, 3a,b,c and 5f
1b, 3a,b,c and 5f

1b, 3a,b,c and 5f
1b, 3a,b,c and 5f
1b, 3a,b,c and 5f
1b, 3a,b,c and 5f
1b, 3a,b,c and 5f
1b, 3a,b,c and 5f

1b, 3a,b,c and 5f
1b, 3a,b,c and 5f
1b, 3a,b,c and 5f
1b, 3a,b,c and 5f
1b, 3a,b,c and 5f
1b, 3a,b,c and 5f
1b, 3a,b,c and 5f
1b, 3a,b,c and 5f

1b, 3a,b,c and 5f

Not inside of the 0,4 microT-contour

Civilians (inhabitants + farmer)

Civilian (inhabitant)
Civilian

Civilian

B144

B618
B958

B84

B1 B927 Civilian
B137
Civilians (inhabitants)

Civilians (inhabitants)

B140

Visual impact
Depreciation property
Underground connection
Line over property
Line over strawberry fields
Research on alternatives is not done well
Underground connection
Violation of Principle of equality considering
underground connection
Leucemia with children
Line over greenhouses, risk
Too close to house
Impact on heritage
Open space disrupted

Attention for Fort Raepschot
Open space disrupted
Suggestion alternative tracing
Violation of duration public consultation
Violation of Precautionary principle, principle of
care and Principle of equality
Report is incomplete considering the SEA
Underground connection not examined well
Land Use Plan differst from the SEA

e
f
g
a
b
c
d

c
d
e
a

a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
i
j
k

f
g

b
c
d
e

a
b

Stand-still principe not respected
Will go the council of state
Risk EMF, pollution, visual impact, change of
zoning and location stations
Too close to residential areas
Health risks not taken into accoutn
Leucemia with children
Health risk
Higher chance for brain tumors
Higher chance for asthma
Higher chance for Alzheimers and demention
Higher chance for breast cancer
Or precaution, or better research
Higher chance for cancer
Ionized particulate matter

Negative impact on space, landscape and nature
Precautionary principle

c
d

e
f
g

Conflict with urban plan Bruges
bundling with existing infrastructure

a
b

42 See 3a,b and 34a
43 Of which we take note
43 See 3a,b and 34a
43 See 3a,b and 34a
43 See 3a,b and 34a
43 See 3a,b and 34a
43 See 3a,b and 34a
43 See 3a,b and 34a
43 See 3a,b and 34a
43 See 3a,b and 34a
43 See 3a,b and 34a
43 See 3a,b and 34a

41 See 34a
41 Of which we take note

41 Has to be examined more in detail
41 See 3a,b 5b 5f and 34a
41 Check if any data is missing
41 Check if any data is missing

40 See 34a
40 See 34a
40 See 34a
41 Of which we take note

38 See 74c
38 See 74c
38 See 74c
39 See 34a
40 Of which we take note
40 See 34a

37 See 34a
37 See 3a,b
Research on alternative routings +
37 enlargement of the distances
37 See 74c
37 See 5f
38 Of which we take note
38 See 3a,b 5b 5f and 34a
38 See 3a,b 5b 5f and 34a
38 See 3a,b 5b 5f and 34a

37 See 3s
37 See 3a,b and 5b

3a,b and 34a
3a,b and 34a
3a,b and 34a
3a,b and 34a
3a,b and 34a
3a,b and 34a
3a,b and 34a
3a,b and 34a
3a,b and 34a
3a,b and 34a

3a,b and 34a

34a

3a,b 5b 5f and 34a

34a
34a
34a

34a

74c
74c
74c
34a

3a,b 5b 5f and 34a
3a,b 5b 5f and 34a
3a,b 5b 5f and 34a

5c
74c
5f

34a
3a,b

3s
3a,b and 5b

10 km reduction by demolition of old 150 kv
power line

Adapted in the report

Principle of equality not violated

It is not in the inventory of architectural
heritage + the proposed alternative tracing is
closer to another protected building but it
will be investigated

Civilian (inhabitant)

B66

B64 B65 BCivilians

Fluxys nv

B674

fiber optic cables Fluxys near power line Stevin
Installations Fluxys involved
Safety measures
Adding plans of natural gas pipeline
infrastructure
Concerns about servitudes
Underground connection or compensation
Landscape damaged
Principle of equality was violated
Compensation possible?
Depreciation property
quality of life and safety residential areas
Health risk
Underground connection healthier
Precautionary principle
Safety and health not guaranteed
Alternative tracing not examined well
Research on underground connection
More information for inhabitants needed
Visual impact
Depreciation property
Referentions not correct
A power line can not be situated in a reservation
zone

j
k
l
m
n
a
b
c
d
e
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
i
j
k
l

i

Precautionary principle
Open space disrupted
Noise disturbance
Landscape damaged
Location station Stevin
Alternative tracing not examined well
Principle of equality
Surrounding not taken into account
Depreciation property
Favorable under conditions
Deduplication existing line
Existing line is demolished
Crossing with new line
Crossing with underground connection
Installations Fluxys near station
Location of pylons
fiber optic cables Fluxys near Stevin station
Interconnector near underground connection on
beach Zeebrugge

l
m
n
o
p
q
r
s
t
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h

47 See 74c

47 Better and faster communication to the public
47 See 46 c,d

44 Of which we take note
44 Of which we take note
Safety measures and regulations are
44 transmitted
Safety measures and regulations are
44 transmitted
Safety measures and regulations are
44 transmitted
45 See 3a,b and 34a
45 See 3a,b and 34a
45 See 3a,b and 34a
45 See 74c
45 See 74c
47 See 3a,b
47 See 3a,b
47 See 3a,b
47 See 3a,b
47 See 3a,b
47 See 3a,b
47 See 46 c,d
47 See 46 c,d
47 Positive, see 46 c,d

44 Of which we take note

43 See 3a,b and 34a
43 See 3a,b and 34a
43 See 3a,b and 34a
43 See 3a,b and 34a
43 See 3a,b and 34a
43 See 3a,b and 34a
43 See 3a,b and 34a
43 See 3a,b and 34a
43 See 74c
44 Of which we take note
44 Of which we take note
44 Of which we take note
44 Of which we take note
44 Of which we take note
44 Of which we take note
44 Of which we take note
44 Of which we take note

74c

3a,b and 34a
3a,b and 34a
3a,b and 34a
74c
74c
3a,b
3a,b
3a,b
3a,b
3a,b
3a,b

3a,b and 34a
3a,b and 34a
3a,b and 34a
3a,b and 34a
3a,b and 34a
3a,b and 34a
3a,b and 34a
3a,b and 34a
74c

This is not a problem for the implementation

Civilian

Civilian

Civilian

Board of Mayor and Aldermen Sint-Laureins

Civilians

B138

B145

B146

B617

B660

d
a
b
c
d

a
b
c

Unfavorable
Open space disrupted
bundling does have disadvantages
Why isn't the tracing of the existing line used for
the new one
No informatie received
Loss of income
Fragmentation agricultural areas
Lost space underneath pylons

Choice of tracing not motivated
Principle of equality

b
c

a

f
g
a
b
c
d
e
f
g

z
a
b
c
d
e

y

x

n
o
p
q
r
s
t
u
v
w

Sustainability
Flemish region made negative advice on the land
use plan
Underground connection
Principle of equality
Open space disrupted
Noise disturbance
Already lots of plans nearby
Maldegem-north heavily effected
Health animals
Sustainability
orchard damaged
In the Netherlands this line would go
underground
Renovation works are not allowed, a power line
is. Logical?
Duration public consultation violated (with 1
day)
Devaluation agricultural properties
Visual impact
Uncertainty about EMF
Noise disturbance
Building heigth limitation not realistic
Questions during info sessions were not
answered
Research on underground connection
Public health
Principle of equality
Visual impact
Adds recommendations
Underground connection
Alternative south of the plans
Compensation possible?
Duration public consultation violated (with 1
day)

m

51 Of which we take note
52 Will pass this to the developer/organiser
52 See 74c
52 See 46c,
52 See 74c

51 Of which we take note
51 Of which we take note
51 Of which we take note

50 See 46 c,d
50 See 46 c,d

50 See 62b

48 Will pass this to the developer/organiser
48 See 46c,d
49 See 3a,b and 46c,d
49 See 3a,b and 46c,d
49 See 3a,b and 46c,d
49 See 3a,b and 46c,d
49 See 3a,b and 46c,d
49 See 3a,b and 46c,d
49 See 74c

47 See 3a,b 46 c,d and 74c
48 See 74c
48 See 46c,d
48 See 3a,b
48 See 3a,b
48 See 3g

47 See 3a,b 46 c,d and 74c

47 See 3a,b 46 c,d and 74c

47 See remarks of Elia
47 See 46 c,d
47 See 46 c,d
47 Positive
47 See 3a,b 46 c,d and 74c
47 See 3a,b 46 c,d and 74c
47 See 3a,b 46 c,d and 74c
47 See 3a,b 46 c,d and 74c
47 See 3a,b 46 c,d and 74c
47 See 3a,b 46 c,d and 74c

47 Of which we take note

74c
46c
74c

46c,d

46c,d
46c,d
46c,d

46c,d
46c,d

62b

46c,d
3a,b and 46c,d
3a,b and 46c,d
3a,b and 46c,d
3a,b and 46c,d
3a,b and 46c,d
3a,b and 46c,d

74c
46c,d
3a,b
3a,b
3g

3a,b 46 c,d and 74c

3a,b 46 c,d and 74c

3a,b 46 c,d and 74c

3a,b 46 c,d and 74c
3a,b 46 c,d and 74c
3a,b 46 c,d and 74c
3a,b 46 c,d and 74c
3a,b 46 c,d and 74c
3a,b 46 c,d and 74c

The choses tracing got the best
environmental score

Bundling and limiting the number of effected
houses are top priority

This objection is submitted on time so the
public consultation worked

Civilians

Petition with 302 signatories

Holiday House 'De Smokkelaar'

Civilian (farmer)
Civilian

Civilian

Civilian

Civilians (late)

Civilians

B672

B693

B918

B928
B1698

B675

B659

B954

B2

Location of pylons
Against the project
Health risk
Open space disrupted
Noise disturbance
Landscape damaged
Disadvantage for agriculture
SEA incomplete
Vegetation and animal health
Depreciation property
Against the project
Precautionary principle
Against the project
Visual impact
Noise disturbance
EMF
Depreciation property
Concerns about implementation
Landscape damaged
Compensation possible?
Too little info about timing
No informatie received
Duration public consultation violated (with 1
day)
EMF
Need of the project was not proven
Research on underground connection
Psychological consequences not researched
Above ground is not always safer
Maldegem-north heavily effected
Global objection
Noise disturbance
Health
Alternative tracing not examined well
Depreciation property
Information too late (10th of november)
Already power line nearby
Global objection
Noise disturbance
Risk for accidents and radiation
Depreciation property

g
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
i
a
b
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h

c
d
e
f
g
a
b
c
d
e
a
b
a
b
c
d

a
b

Depreciation property
Landscape damaged

e
f

58 Of which we take note
58 See 3a,b
Will pass this to the developer and the
58 Flemish government
Will pass this to the developer and the
58 Flemish government
58 See 3a,b
58 See 3a,b
58 See 46c,d
59 See 3a,b
59 See 3a,b
59 See 3a,b
59 See 46 c,d
59 See 74c
60 See 3a,b 5f and 74c
60 See 3a,b 5f and 74c
61 Of which we take note
61 See 3a,b 5f and 74c
61 See 3a,b 5f and 74c
61 See 3a,b 5f and 74c

52 Research on the feasibility of this suggestion
53 See 74c
53 See 3a,b
53 See 74c
53 See 74c
53 See 74c
53 See 76d
53 See 74c
53 Shares the same concerns
53 See 74c
54 See 46c,d
54 See 3a,b
55 Of which we take note
55 Positive
55 Positive
55 See 3a,b
55 See 74c
55 Integration needed
55 Positive
55 See 74c
56 Inform in time on duration and timing
57 Has to be checked and corrected

52 See 74c
52 See 46c,

3a,b 5f and 74c
3a,b 5f and 74c
3a,b 5f and 74c

3a,b 5f and 74c
3a,b 5f and 74c

46c,d
3a,b
3a,b
46c,d
3a,b
3a,b
3a,b
46c,d
74c

46c,d

3a,b

46c,d
74c

46c,d
46c,d
3a,b
74c

74c
46c,d
3a,b

74c
74c
74c
76d
74c

74c

74c
46c

There were made some small errors

Proposed alternative will be investigated +
location of the pylons is handled later in the
procedure

CD&V Zomergem

B642

Open VLD Zomergem

Civilian

B641

B644

B643
Civilian
B1693, B1Civilian

GEMINA Zomergem
Civilian

B650
B645

B651, B63Groen! Zomergem and others (late)

Boerenbond

B664

Uncertainty about compensations
Alternative tracing not examined well
Zomergem already effected
Alternative routes available
Visual impact landscape
Visual impact inhabitants
Objected earlier
Protection of the environment

e
a
b
c
d
e
f
g

a
b
c
d

e
a
b
c
d

c
d

a
b
c
a
b

h

c
d
e
f
g

Reports are too complex
Horta and Stevin should be integrated
Project Stevin should be one hold untill there is a
decision on Horta
Visual impact and Noise disturbance
Alternative routes available
Landscape is protected
Research on underground connection
Duration public consultation violated (with 1
day)
Location station Horta
Depreciation property
Research on underground connection
negative advice of Town of Zomergem
Zomergem already effected
Alternative routes available
Visual impact, Noise disturbance and
Depreciation property
Public health
Objections sent to ministers and Elia, without
answers
Noise disturbance
Public health
Research on underground connection
Depreciation property
Public health
Global objection
Need of the project was not proven
List of objections
Alternative tracing not examined well

A lot of uncertainties in the plans
Alternative tracing not examined well
Impact on agriculture underestimated

b
c
d

a
b

Depriviation of liberty
Underground connection or compensation
Building heigth limitation not realistic

e
f
a

69 See 3a and 63c,d
70 See 3a,b and 63c,d
70 See 3a,b and 63c,d
70 See 3a,b and 63c,d
70 See 74c
71 See 3a,b and 63c,d
72 See 3a,b 5b,f and 46c,d
72 See 3a,b 5b,f and 46c,d
72 See 3a,b 5b,f and 46c,d
72 See 3a,b 5b,f and 46c,d

69 See 3a and 63c,d
69 See 3a,b

66 See 58a
67 See 63c,d
68 See 3a, 63c,d and 74c
68 See 3a, 63c,d and 74c
68 See 3a, 63c,d and 74c
69 Of which we take note
69 See 3a and 63c,d

66 See 63c,d
66 See 63c,d
66 See 63c,d
66 See 63c,d
66 See 63c,d

64 See 74c
65 Of which we take note
65 Of which we take note
65 See 3a,b and 663c,d
65 See 3a,b and 663c,d
65 See 3a,b and 663c,d
65 See 3a,b and 663c,d
65 See 3a,b and 663c,d
Info sessions with experts, communication
66 has to be faster and better
66 See 63c,d

61 See 3a,b 5f and 74c
61 See 3a,b 5f and 74c
64 See 3a
Not possible to handle all details in the
64 reports
64 See 5b, 46c,d and 63cd
64 Consult SEA for impact on agriculture

3a,b and 63c,d
3a,b 5b,f and 46c,d
3a,b 5b,f and 46c,d
3a,b 5b,f and 46c,d
3a,b 5b,f and 46c,d

74c

3a and 63c,d
3a,b and 63c,d
3a,b and 63c,d
3a,b and 63c,d

3a and 63c,d
3a,b

3a and 63c,d

3a, 63c,d and 74c
3a, 63c,d and 74c
3a, 63c,d and 74c

58a
63c,d

63c,d
63c,d
63c,d
63c,d
63c,d

63c,d

3a,b and 663c,d
3a,b and 663c,d
3a,b and 663c,d
3a,b and 663c,d
3a,b and 663c,d

74c

5b, 46c,d and 63cd

3a,b 5f and 74c
3a,b 5f and 74c

This is not part of the Land Use Plan

Expropriation is always the last option, it
will be excluded of the report

Electrabel nv

Elia (clarifications)

Havenbestuur/MBZ nv

B139

B636

B661

Research on underground connection
Schipdonkkanaal is touristic attraction
Costs of alternatives not proven
Stevin on hold until necessary research

g
h
i
j

73 Research on the feasibility of this suggestion

e
In Europe there is no example of an underground
380kv connection, costs and risks are too high
Public domain can not be expropriated, harbour
wants certain conditions to be met

Small adjustment on the present plan

d

f

Elia suggests to make a compensation plan
Expropriation plan not always mentioned
because not relevant sometimes

c

75 See 5e

74 There do are examples in Europe

Of which we take note, stakeholders have to
74 informed earlier
Many questions about compensations + more
information about their implementation and
74 legal background
opmerkingen bij toelichtingsnota waar nodig
74 aan te passen
Conversation between Elia and Waterways
74 and Sea nv needed

Compesation is negotionable

f

73 Research on the feasibility of this suggestion

Legally Elia does not have to pay compensation
for power lines above habitation or properties

Alternative tracing suggested

e

73 Research on the feasibility of this suggestion

b

Line above ground is better

d

73 Research on the feasibility of this suggestion

74 Of which we take note, see 3e

Alternative routes available

c

73 Research on the feasibility of this suggestion

Building heigth is legally restricted on 4 meters

Expropriation near central Herdersburg

b

73 Research on the feasibility of this suggestion

72 See 3a,b 5b,f and 46c,d
72 See 3a,b 5b,f and 46c,d

72 See 3a,b 5b,f and 46c,d
72 See 3a,b 5b,f and 46c,d

72 See 3a,b 5b,f and 46c,d

72 See 3a,b 5b,f and 46c,d

a

Objection against expropriation plan

a

f

Alternative tracing too easily eliminated
Chosen alternatives conflict often with existing
reglementations

e

5e

5c

3e

3a,b 5b,f and 46c,d
3a,b 5b,f and 46c,d

3a,b 5b,f and 46c,d
3a,b 5b,f and 46c,d

3a,b 5b,f and 46c,d

3a,b 5b,f and 46c,d

Expropriations for underground cables is
legally no longer the jurisdiction of Elia

Technical details are not part of the land use
plan

Building heigth limitation is necessary for
exploitation, safety and the tracing of the line

Was clarified in the report

Alternative routings are not feasible because
of different technical reasons

Details of the implementation and
construction are not part of this plan
No causal link between health issues and
EMF+ compensation possible
No causal link between health issues and
EMF+ compensation possible
The chosen location has the best score on
nature, landscape, agriculture and industry

Expropriation is always the last option, it
will be excluded of the report

Was considered but location station was kept

Costs are lower thant the benefits +
underground connection between
Vivenkapelle and Eeklo

ANNEX V: remarks during EIA
Organisation/administration
Sustainable Agricultural Development

Advice
/

Architectural Heritage Western Flanders

Favorable under conditions

Flemish Government
City of Bruges

Favorable under conditions
Unfavorable

Spatial Planning Western Flanders
Favorable
Department Mobility and Civil Engineering Favorable under conditions

Town of Sint-Laureins

Favorable under conditions

Port of Zeebrugge
Flemish Agency Health and Care

Flemish Environmental Company
Fluxys
Town of Zomergem

Reaction of
Unknown

Unknown

Inhabitant of Evendijk-West

Inhabitant of Damme

Inhabitant of Zeebrugge
Inhabitant of Brugge
Inhabitant of Zomergem

Favorable
Favorable
Unfavorable

Remarks
The need for a windmillpark is not demonstrated or proven
Unclear link with other energy projects nearby
Reallocation of areas under existing line after demolition
Concerns on the implementation
Uncertainty about effected properties
Landscape and visibility analysis necessary
Damage has to be avoided, limited, repaired and compensated
Does not agree with the SEA
Link with NEMO and offshore junctions necessary
Location station Stevin
Location station De Spie
Construction in open trench not desirable
Type of pylons
Link with other energy projects
Errors in planning context
Attentian for Habitat Directive and impact on nature
Concerns on the implementation
Planning context incomplete in the report
Alternative tracing possible
Buffer has to be larger
Uncertainty about the landing of the line at the coast
None
Link with SHIP-project necessary
Link with NEMO necessary
Errors in planning context
Cummulating effect of bundling
No description of norms on EMF
Migration routes of birds
Station Blondeellaan
Link with Schipdonkkanaal
Type of pylons
Effect EMF
Cummulating effect of bundling
Psychosomatic effect
None
Concerns on the implementation
Visual impact
Noise disturbance
Health risk
Depreciation property
Underground connection possible
Objections
Health risk EMF
Visual impact
Buffer has to be larger
Psycological effect
Maps and figures absent in reports
Noise disturbance
Nuisance by construction
Cummulating effect of bundling
Quality of life
Health risk EMF
Depreciation property
Type of pylons
Alternative tracing possible
Location Station
Height of the station
Contingency plan neccesary for station
Buffer has to be larger
Water assessment necessary
Location station Stevin
There is no regional vision
Adaptation of the tracing of the line
Visual impact
Landscape damaged

Inhabitant (Council of State)
Inhabitant of Maldegem

TMVW
Inhabitant of Maldegem

Inhabitant of Zomergem

Inhabitant

Farmers

Noise disturbance
Health risk EMF
Bird Directive Area was spared, habitation was not
Principle of Equality
Depreciation property
Safety risk
Ecomical considerations were made too early
Underground connection possible
Type of pylons
Safety risk
Reports too technical and complex
A visualisation would be usefull
Type of pylons
Duration of the construction
Concerns on the implementation
Underground connection possible
Noise disturbance
More research on the effects of noise necessary
Safety risk
Concerns on the implementation
Reports too technical and complex
Ionized particulate matter
Health risk
Safety risk
Psycological effect
The demolition of an existing line is not an advantage for
people under the new one
Underground connection possible
Depreciation property
More research on alternative tracing necessary
Advice of Vlacore not taken into account
Landscape damaged
Visual impact
Link with Horta necessary
Cummulating effect of bundling
Visual impact
Health risk EMF
Depreciation property
Compensation possible?
Expropriation possible?
Location pylons
Compensation possible?

ANNEX VI: remarks during the Building permit procedure
Organisation/administratioAdvice
Town of Zomergem
Unfavorable
Town of Blankenberge
Favorable
City of Bruges
Unfavorable
Reaction of
Inhabitant of Zomergem

Inhabitant of Zomergem

Inhabitant of Maldegem
Inhabitant of Maldegem
Inhabitant of Maldegem
Inhabitant of Maldegem

Inhabitant of Maldegem

Inhabitant of Maldegem

Remarks

Objection / remark
Reports are too complex
Project Horta was not integrated
No landscape and visability analysis
Visual impact
Noise disturbance
Health risk
Depreciation property
Alternative tracings possible
Visual impact
Landscape damaged
Noise disturbance
Health risk EMF
Bird Directive Area was spared, habitation was not
Principle of equality
Depreciation property
Safety risk
Ecomical considerations were made too early
Underground connection possible
Duration public consultation too short
Conflict with reservation area Schipdonkkanaal
Visual impact
Health risk EMF
Advice Vlacoro was not taken into account
Global objection
Depreciation property
Depreciation property
Agricultural activities made impossible
Change the tracing of the line
Underground connection possible
Visual impact
Noise disturbance
Health risk EMF
Depreciation property
Execution of the project
Exploitation of holiday house impossible
Landscape damaged
Health risk EMF
Noise disturbance

Inhabitant of Eeklo

Inhabitant of Sint-Laureins
11 Inhabitant of Bruges

Safety risk
Research on alternative tracings necessary
Underground connection possible
Visual impact
Depreciation property
Health risk EMF
Agricultural activities made impossible
Safety risk
Depreciation property
Health risk EMF
Depreciation property
Objections were not available to be analysed by BBL

ANNEX VII: remarks during the Environmental permits procedures
Organisation/administratio Advice

Remarks

Reaction of
10 civilians

Objection / remark
Unknown

